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I ami of opinion that we should not be
bound to one money market, if we can
open another; and I say we have not
been treated fairly in our mining flota-
tions in t-he London mtarket, nor were
we treated fairly in the floating of our
last loan for the colony, as there was
a, big gap between the price of our last
loan and the price of the previous one.
There is no reason why we should not
deal with a country like France, in a
matter of this sort; and if the Premier
will fix up that scheme with a French
company it will, in my opinion, absolutely
re-establish our credit in the London
market. T remarked with great pleasure
that the Premier has thrown something
off his chest to-night, that is a certain
amount of gloom in reference to the
Coolgardie water scheme. That gloom
arose front the fact that the people of
the goldfields did not come forth as
generously as they ought to have dlone in
supporting this great scheme; but now
they are admnitting their mistake, and are
ready to make up for it. I say the Pre-
iier deserves from the people of this
colony, and especially from the people of
the goldfields, very strong support. It is
quite enough for 1dm to have to push a big
scheme like this through Parliament, and
he ought not to have to push the colony
along with it. Every man, woman, and
child on the goldfields to-day are strongly
in favour of this schemne, and the people
are sinking every smaller consideration
and "1planking " every time for the Gov-
ernment in -reference to this great
scheme. Speaking at this stage in the
debate on the Address-in-Reply, one is
reminded of the desolation of Goldsmith's
" Deserted Village." The dead bones of
the Opposition are strewn about the place,
anid we have a certain amount of regret
for those we liavs slain in the late battle.

vy main object in rising was to assure
the Premier that the people on the gold-
fields are entirely at one with him, and to
express my pleasure at the good sense of
the Opposition in dropping the question
in this way, and treating this great under-
taking as a inational work, and not a
party matter. But when the nmenber
for Central Murchison brings forward
the motion of which be has given
notice, and which is evidently put there
for the p~urpose of blocking the Cool.
gardie water scheme

*MR. ILLINGWORTE: That is not my
object at all.

MR. MORAN:. The hion. member
knows that his motion is on the Notice
Paper for that object; but I say that the
object can be better gained by allowing
us to have our scheme uninterfered with
thtan by bringing forward that motion at
the present time.

Question-that the Address-in-Reply
be agreed to-put and passed without
dissent,

ADJOURNMENT
The House adjourned at 11O p-im.

until the next day.

~zgitatbt ssembiv,
Thusday, 28th October, 1897.

Presentation of Address-in-Reply-Paper Presented-
Question: Booratbin Telegraph Station-Perth
Gas Comipany's Act 'Further Amendment Bill

(privAte); Report of Select Committee -Motion:
Ixtru Sitting Day-Return: Purchases under
Lands Purchase Act (m,. withdrawn)-Return:
Government Advertisements in Newspapers-
Motion: coolade Water Supply Scheme: Pro-
posal for Select Committee (w'. writhdrawn)-
Adjournment.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 4-30
o'clock p.

PRAYERS.

ADD RESS3-INV-REFLY-PRESENTATION.
At 20 minutes to fire o'clock Mut.

SPEAKER, accompanied by lion. memnbers,
proceeded to Government Rlouse to pre-
sent the Address-in-Reply to the opening
Speech or His Excellency; and, having
retnrned,

MRt. SPEAKER reported that hie had,
with members of the House, waited on
His Excellency and presented the Address
of the Legislative Assembly in reply to

ASSEMBLY] Preirentolioti..
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the opening Speech, and that His Excel-
lency had been pleased to reply as fol-
lows:
Ma. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE

'LEGIS8LATIVE ASSEMBLY,-

I thank you for Your Address-ini-Reply
to my opening Speech, and for the
assurance of your desire to deal with all
questions that comne before you in such a
manlier as to promote thie adlvancemnent
and welfare of this coloniy.

Government House, Perth,
28th October, 1897.

PAPER PRESENTEJD.

By the PREMIER: The fourth annual
Report of the Bureau of Agriculture
(1896-7).

QUJESTION-BOORABBIN IELEGRAPH1
STATION.

Mut. A. FORREST, in accordanice with
notice, asked thle Minister of Education :
i.- Whether the Govern ment intended to
remove the telegraph station at Boorabbin.
fromn its present site to the railway
station. 2. Why this was not done when
the railway was vcompleted as far as
Booralbbin, over 1 2 months ago.

Twu P MINISTER OF EDUCATION
(flon. H. B. Lefroy) replied--i Ar-
raugements have already been made for
erecting a post office near thle railway
station. 2. It was not represented to the
department until some time after the com-
pletion of the hune that the change was,
required,

PERTH4 GAS COMNPAN Y'S ACT FUR/VEER
A MIENDMENT BILL

MR. LEARE brought up the report of
the Select Committee on this private Bill.

Consideration of report made an order
for the next Monday.

MOTION-EXTRA SITTING DAY.

TUE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest), in accordance with notice, moved
that the Sessional Order with regard to
business days and hours, agreed to on
Tuesday, 19th October, 1897, be amended
by the insertion after the word "1on," in
line 1, of thewords" Mondays, at 7'8O p.m.,
and on." He said hon. members were
aware that the object was to have more
sitting hours during the session. He

agreed with the general opinion that,
under ordinary conditions, three days a
week were sufficient for carrying on the
business of Parliament; but, owing to
the lateness of the present session, be
thought it would he a great convenience,
uinder the exceptional icircUiJstances, if the
House were to sit on Monday evenings.

Question put and passed.

RETIU RIN-PURCHASES UN DEE LANDS
PURCHASE ACT.

MR. VOSPER, in accordance with
notice, moved, That a return be laid upon
the Table of the House showing what
purchases of land, if any, have been made
by the Government under the authority
of thle Lands Purchase Act of 1896; the
area and locality of such purchases; the
names of the former owners; the amounmts
paid for the same; the manner in which
the said lands have been disposed of or
otherwise dealt with, and the names of
those, if any, who have since taken over
any of these lituds from the Government,
and the amounts they have paid in con-
nection with the sanie. He said the re-
turn was desired in order to show the
working of the Act as far as it had gone.

Tas PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) regretted to inform the lion.
member that there bad as yet been no
purchases made under the Act in ques-
tion. He had hoped that the Act would.
at that date have been in effective opera-
tion, and that the Government would
have been able to report some settlement
in consequence of it. For various reasons,
however-amongst others the time re-
quired to get the provisions of the Act
into working order and to consider the
offers made to the Government--no actual
purchase had yet been made under its
provisions. This motion, therefore, could
not be acted on. He hoped next session
to be able to report that t~he Act was in
full operation, and that a considerable
amount of settlement had resulted from it.

Mhip. VOSPER, in view of the state-
mient b y the Premier, withdrew the
mnotion.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

RETURN-GOVERNMENT ADVERTISE-
MSENTS IN NEWSPAPERS.

MR. VOSPER, in accordance with
notice, moved, That there be laid on the

Eolm8iffiny Day.
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table of the House a. return showing the
amiounts of money expended by the
various departments on avertising in the
newspapers of the colony during thle
twelve mlonths ended 31 st July, 1897;
together with full. details showing the
method and ch-aracter of the distribution
of the same, and the reasons therefor.

Motion put and passed.

MOTION-COOLGARDlE WATE
SU9PPLY SCHEME.

PROPOSAL FOR. SELECT COMMITTEE.
MR . ILLINGWVORTH, in accordance

with notice, moved, That in the opinion
of this House the question of supplying
the whole of the goldifields with water
should be submitted to a. Select Com-
mlittee, and that meanwhile no moneys
should be expended, and no contracts or
;igtreeiuents entered into, in connection
with the proposed Coolgairdie waterworks
sceheme, until the estimate of the expen-
diture of loan. moneys for this work has
been approved by Parliament. He said:-
I bring this motion before the House
with thle feeling that I ami fuilling
a pulic duty. I mnust, at the samie time,
say that lion. members onl the Opposition
side of the House are inl no way respon-
si be for thle motion, about which I have
consuilted no one. I bring the motion
forward on a conviction that certain facts
ought to be laid before Parliament, in
order to facilitate and not to hiinder tho
desire of the Government to give the
Eastern goldifields water. Some remarks
have been made in reference to myself
on this question; and only recently the
Prem-ier, speaking, in a highly enithusias-
tic way,, which is his wont on occasion,
said I was unwilling to give the people
on the Eastern goldfields a drink of
water. That statement is just like
another statement made somue time ago
ill this Houlse b~y somneoe-I do ot
remnember who made it, but thle statement
has been. repeated in the goldfields press
mnany timies, and which I will take the
present opportunity of contradic;tiur-
The statement was thiat I opposed every-
thing in connection with the gold-

fieds-hatI voted against the Cool-
V, -die railway, and opposed thme water
schieme. [THE PnxnmssU: I did not saly
that.] I know you did not, and I amn
quite sure you would not make any state-
mnent of thle kind without a sound basis

of fat. I say, however, that the state-
ment has been mnade; but if it had
not b~een that the member for Cool-
gardie and other representatives of
the goldfields districts were until recently
under the strong belief that my opposi-
tioni was a fact, Z I should not now take
the trouble to contr-adict any newspaper
report. I wil ask the House to allow me
to read a few lines of wvhat I said about
the Coolgardlie railway. On page 380) of
Mansard, vol. vi., I say-

The Premier asks, firstly, are these works
(railways) necessary ? And I answer, yes. I
answver they are absolutely necessary. Soe
of thein. These two railways to time goldfields
are absoluely necessary, and they arc abso-
intely urgent.
Then further On:

II ate prepared to sa~y these railways to the
Igoldfields are so necessary andt so urgent to the
future of this colony that, if it were requisite
to stop every other pulic work in the colony
in ordier to construct these railways, these
ndorks should he stopped and these railways
should be5 constr-neted.

Ttn PREMIERI: That was private enter-
pnise-

Mn. ILLINGWORTH: No, it was
not, and that is where You did me
an injustice. I said, in coninection with
this, that it was ntot necessary the
expenditure on those works must be out
of lean money. But I did not oppose
the construction of the railways-in fact
I voted for it. So it was also in con-
nection. with thle question of the water
supply. I have taken the trouble to go
thirough the whole of Hansard since I
have sat in this House, in or-der to see if
I have incidenitally said anything against
thle water scheme. I find that in no case
have I given any grounds for thle state-
mnent that I amy not willing to give time
goldfields water. I do not think there is
a member of this House who is mnore
deeply convinced that the goldfields mrust
have water immaediatelyv than myself.
tA MEMBER : That is a 'chl down."]
I ain not "1 climbing down," but simply
repeating what I said long ago. If how-
ever, I do Ile]ihub down," I do not see
that it would be a dishionour to a mnan to
con1fess himself wiser to-day than lie
was yesterday - If lion. members are
trying to learn, they have frequent
lessons, and they must be v.ery idle indeed
if they are not able to profit by these
lessons. I think it would save the thme

11folion io svspe ul,
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of the House if I were to connect what I
have said just now with what T said be-
fore. On page 275 of Mansard I say:-

It comes to this, that while the Government
are proposing to give the country larger repre-
sentation, they practically tell the country
this: You can put in what Government you
like, you can put in what Parliament you like,
but while we have the power we will obtain a
loan of fire millions in the British market,'and we will commnit this country to what we
think is right, and the people who cme after
us can do exactly as they please. We will
commit the country to the loan, and to our
scheme of public works, and then we will give
you increased representation. Now, what is
the use of increased representation, if increased
representation is not to have a voice in the
settlement of these large questions? I think
it is a very important point, and it is the reason
why some lion, members are voting for the
amendment proposed on the second readingI
of the Bill before the House.
That is the amiendmnut of the member
for Gentldton. and I desire to call the
attention of the member for Coolgardie
to what I say here:

If the scheme is as vital as the Premier
says it is; if the very interests of the gold-
fields arc depending upon the effect that the
water supply will have on the loan market; if,
as we are told, the sucesus or failure of the
undertaking will affect the country in its
most vital part, and will make the difference
between complete success and failure for all
time; if that is the position-for that is the
position that has been placed before the
House-I will ask the thinking men of this
House to consider whether it is not absolutely
necessary to be quite sure you are right.
On the next page I say, continuing, this
argunient:

When we are brought to such conclusions, I
ask, is it murasonalet that the Government
should be requested to stay their hand until
wre get into this House, under the Redis-
tribution of Seats Bill, the representatives of
the goldfield for whom this water scheme is
meant? As the bon. member for West Kin,-
berley says, that everyone onl the goldfields is
in favour of the water scheme, the Govern-
merit would not he injured by waiting for the
election of those members ;neither has the
scheme anything to lose by waiting until u-c
get the voice of those new members.
Fm-ithey on I say :

If thirty-three men in this House are wise
in passing a scheme of such nuagnitudeas this,
that is to" "make the desert blossom as thle
rose," and" "cate a river in the wilderness;
if there is such a tremendous advantage to
result from the combined wisdom of thirty-
three members of this House, what will be the
result of the deliberations of forty-four mem-bens, if we get the intelligence of the men
fromn the fields where this water is required],

and upon which these two and a half millions
of money are to be expended? I say there is
no more reasonable preoposition to put before
intelligent iuen than that there should he a
reasonable delay and care observed before we
start upon this tremendous scheme; and the
aumendument only asks that a delay should be
granted. I would emuphasise that it will not
delay the scheme; it will probably hasten it.

I conclude thus:
I e~nmnend these suggestions to the

Premirer. I would commend to him that very
wise American axiom, "Be quite sure you
arc right and then go nhdJ" But we are not

Isure we are right, and at this stage the
IEngineer-in-Chief wants information and
is asking for it.

That, was what I said in August, 1896,
when I added:-

I say the people of these fields must be
supplied with water, and my only objection to
the scheme is that it does not supply them
early enough. While I say that, I would
rather wait another year and he sure they
would get the water, than have to leave them

Ito suppose they were going to get an effective
pumping sceee, and then disappoint thoen
with an utter failure that would crush the
fields.

That was the position I took up, and my
attitude was only reatsonable, seeing that
circumstances over which none of us had
any control have led to the very delay
which we then desir-ed, but which was
refused. Seeing that it is not at, aUl
possible, or ait any rate probable, that the
Government canl obtain the money inine-
diately to begin to early out this scheme,
it is onlv reasonable thatl this new House,
which does not coustitute a moribund
Parliament such as that was to which
I addressed the words I have quoted,
should have an opportunity of expressing
their mnind on the question. More parti-
cularly would I like to hear the opinion
of the hou. member for Albanly, leader of
the Opposition, who was iii England at
the time of the discussion in August,
1.896, and who doubtless knows some-
thing of the feeling in London on this
question. I ame not speaking in the
slightest expectation of convincing the
Premier, but I have at conviction, which I
have expressed over and over again, that
this scheme is largely visionary. When
it was first proposed to thle House, aL
distinct declaration made by the Premier
was that the water would be in Ooolgardie
in three years. Twventy-two months of
that have gone already, and the work has
not been begun.
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THE PREmIER: A lot of preliminary
work has been done.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: But have you
authority to do it ?

Tns, PREMIER : We got authority
from Parliament last year.

MR. TLLINGWORTH: If the House
will give me a little attention, I will
endeavour to place my case before it, and
will pledge myself that, if hon. members
will consider the facts which I will lay
before them and decide to go on with the
Coolgardie water scheme, they will never
hear another word against it from me. I
will leave theresponsibility with the House.

THE PREMIER: You are against it,
then ?

MIR. ILLjINGWORTH: Yes, and I
will give you my reasons why. First
of all, dealing with this question in
order, I want to impress the House
with the fact that Coolgardie is not the
only goldfield in this colony. A return
furnished by the Mines Department -
which is not, however, strictly accurate-
shows that uip to the 30th June, 1897, the
output of gold from Coolgardie was
92,000 ounces; from Kalgoorlie 260,000
ounces; but from the Murchison it was
no less than 200,000 ounces.

MR. MORAN: The comparison is not a
fair one.

MR. ILLING WORTH: According to
the Government scheme, only Coolgardie
and Kalgoor-lie will be supplied with
water.

MR. MORAN: Broad Arrow and all
round there will also be supplied.

THE PREMIER: Where did you get
your information from ?

MR. ILLINGWORTH : I want the
House to grasp the situation that there is
really in this country another goldfield
besides Ooolgardie-I think the hon.
mlember for East Coolgardie will acknow-
ledge this-but when this question comes
before the House we hear the scheme
spoken of as a water scheme for the gold.
fields. Is Coolgardie the only goldield
that wants water ? Are there not, out be-
yond the range of that field, Menzies.
Dundas, and Norseman, which also re-
quire waterP

A MEMBER: There is plenty of fresh
water north of Menzies.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Are there not
other things to consider besides this one
questionP I want the House to look

clearly at the motion before the House.
My motion is that the whole question
should be considered. Water is required
at other plates besides Coolgardie, and,
not onli- so, but water is not the only
thing necessary for- the conduct of these
fields. I have a statement here made
by the hon. member for West Kimberley
at Coolgardie. if he is correctly reported
-and I take the report from the West
Australian-Mr. Alex. Forrest said, in
responding to a toast, that lie was an
ardent supporter of the water scheme,
and he believed that if it were not im-
mediately undertaken we would become
a bankrupt nation. I wish to say, in
all earnestness and seriousness, that
this is merely nonsense. I affirm
that if Coolgardie-imnportant though it is
-werewiped out, we should not be a ruined
nation. I say that a member of this
House who makes such a statement as
that does an immense amount of injury
to this country, and I desire to contradict
it. This country would not be bankrupt
if not another ounce of gold were taken
from Coolgardie. At the samne time, we
rejoice in the fact that there is at splendid
goldfield in Coolgardie, and we are hoping
that it will double its output; and we
further rejoice thaLt there is a still finer
goldfield at Kalgoor-lie, and we hope it
will quadruple its output. But for a
public man to ay that the country will
become bankrupt if the scheme is not
carried out is unwarranted. [MR. A.
FORREST: It is quite true.] A remark
like that is an endeavour to coerce this
House by terrorism, and to frighten the
people into the belief that by this means
only can the country be saved from ruin.
Now, I deny that. It is an important
question, I admnit, but it is not one so
important as to ruin the country if not
carried out. Next, I say that water is
not the onl y necessity for the goldfields.
We have a rich goldfield at Peak Hill
that would be much assisted by a railway.
The member who represents Dundas tells
us that it is imperative to build a railway
to flundas and Norseman, and there are
several places where a railway is very
much needed. We are asked practically'
to exhaust our borrowing powers for
years on a scheme to carry water to Cool-
gardie, aud deliver it-whenP In about
seven years hence. I am not a Prophet,
nor the son of a prophet, but I know
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what contingencies there are about this
kind of work, and I most distinctly state
that, if the work were undertaken
immediately, it would be impossible to
get a gallon of water in Coolgardie for
five years. I may be wrong. My reason
for taking the course I have is that I
believe that water can be given, and I am
going to show you bow it can be given, to
the whole of the Coolgardie fields in
twelve months. I want to know what is
behind this scheme. We have one
opinion-that of the Engineer-in-Cief-
which is confirmned by certain interested
representatives of syndicates, who are
prepared to coin money out of the
transaction.

A MEMBER : I thought you said it
could not he done for the money?

MR. fLTINGWORTH : It can hip
done, if you allow French firms to cormi
here with foreign labour. If certain
work is scamped, it can be done. Just
consider what amount of wvork there is
in 400 miles of piping, aind calculate how
long it will take to construct that with
ordinary labour. I say that, unless this
scheme is carried out by syndicates with
foreign ]abour, it is impossible to my
mind to have it finished within anything
like reasonable time. I should only be
too glad to be proved wrong. Pretoria
was promised a siiniar scheme in three
years, which took 14 years to construct,
and I am afraid it will be the same thing
here. My contention is that if this
country can live while the work is pro-
ceeding, it can probably Live without the
scheme at all. The fields want water
immediately. This motion asks for full
informationi. I am not in favour of these
commissions, but the exception only
proves the rule. We gave a lot of money
to Sir John Goode to report on the
harbour at Fremnantle, and he recom-
mended a very expensive scheme. Some-
body moved that a select committee be
appointed to inquire into the matter.
The committee reported, and as a result
we have a magnificent harbour at Fre-
mantle.

THE Pnnrrrn: The other would have
been a magnificent one, too.

MR. ILLINOWORTH :Admitting
that the scheme proposed by the Govern-
ment is a good one, I propose that we
should find out if another scheme can be
brought forward for doing the same work

for less money, and within a shorter time.
Some time ago I had a rcport from a*
gentleman with whom the Government
are well acquainted. [M.MORGANS:
What is his name?]) Mr. David Reed.
He was in the service of this Government
from 1890 to 1896 onl the Coolgardie
fields in connection with the water supply.
If he was good enough for the Govern-
ment in those six years, his opinion should
be worth somethi~ng at, any rate, and we
have nothing to pit against it except that
of Mr. O'Connor, who has never seen the
fields, whereas the opinion I ant about to
lay before the House is that of a man who
has been all over the fields, and who lived
there for six years. More than that, he
came here accredited from the Indian
Government. He afterwards served in
connection with the Queensland Govern-
ment, and while I am not going to qunote
his words as if they were gospel, I say
that the report I have from him is suffi-
cient reason for me to bring this motion
before the House. Mrr. Reed Says water
can he Conserved in the districts of Cool-
gardie %adu Kalgoorlie, Til~ong, Menzies,
Kanowna, Mount Monger, and all over the
eastern goldflelds, sufficient to supply five
times the present demand, at a, cost of not
more than a million of money. Right Or
wrong, I commend this to the attention of
theflouse. Hefurthersave: "Bvjudicious
embankments of gorges' and excavations
to clay beds, there is, within one mile of
Coolgardie, a position where storage
could he provided." We are dealing
with simple facts. Here is a statement
by a man worthy of some attention.

MR. A. FORREST: We have got our
minds made up.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: We have
heard this remark made so very often.
I understand that Parliament is a place
where questions are debated, and it is the
duty of every lion. member to debate
every question he wishes brought forward.
And if hion. members are not prepared to
debate every question, they have no right
to occupy seats in the House. Parliament
does its work by debate. If the hon. mem-
ber will not allow me to read the quotation
without interruption, it will not be my
fault if I delay the House to Some extent,
but I will begin the quotatiou again.

Water can be conserved in the districts of
Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, flulong, Mlenzies,
Kanowna, Mount Monger, and all over the
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Eastern goldlfields, sufficient to supply five
times the present demand, at a cost of not more
than one million pounds. By judicious em-
bankinents of gorges, and excavations to clay
beds. there is, within one mile of Coolgardfie,
a position where storage could he provided for
100 million gallons at a cost of uinder £25,000.
There are other sites as good as; this one, and
froms all these the water could be pumped to
Mout Burges and distributed to Coolgardie.
Kalgoorlie also has several excellent conser-
vation sites with good catehiaent areas, with
hills to which the water could be pinuped for
reticulation to every mine ad townsite in the
Kalgoorlie district. Belong has a wvatershed
area capable itself of supplying all the Eastern
goldields; also hills 4o0ft. above the level of
Kalgoorlie to which the watcr could be pumped,
and thus a gravitation service given to the
whole of the field. At Torras there aire natural
places for the storage of hundreds of millions
of gallons by the outlay of a few thousand
pounds. Only four miles from Biilong, and in
the centre of the auiriferous belt, over 200
million gallons of wvater could be stored for an
outlay unader £E20,000 by simply embanig
the gully, and excavating down to the clay
level aud then forming the reservoir in the
clay bed. Full supplies for present purposes
within twelve months. Kurnalpi, Menzics,
90-Mile, and 42-Milc all have their own
naturcal catcinents, with suitable sites for
conservation sufficient to supply ten times
mnote water than they require.

These are statements mvade by a gentle-
man who was six years inl the Government
service onl those fields. They are either
true or false. [A MEMBER: They are not
true.] At present there should be no
delay, but the Government cannot go onl
with the work except in a very primitive
manner, and what my motion asks is that
a committee be appointed to investigate
the truth or otherwise of these statemients.
I ask, is that too much ? This House
should test these statements before it is
prepared to spend two-and-a-half millions
of money on this public work.

THE PREmiER: What is the date of
that letter.

MR. ILLjINGWORTH: I have not
the date, but it is signed by' David Reed.
I consider that wvhile such statements are
being made, whether true or false, inl thle
interest of thle country this question
should be set at rest, and we should know
whether it is possible to get a supply of
water at ain early date for these fields.
What I desire is to get sufficient water
at the earliest possible date to supply the
Eastern goldfields. I am not, in my
motion, pleading for anything for the
Murchison, and the insinuations thrown

out b ' the Premier are not worthy of any
oneuinthe HIouse. [THE PREMIER : What
was that?] That I wanted to mnake a
bargain with you for the Mutrchison. In
the face of this statement, it would be a
crime to proceed with tile waterworks
without investigation. I say at the out-
set that I do not wish to unduly occupy
the time of the House. There is a feeling
of unrest amongst the people that this
Coolgardie water scheme will exhaust all
our resources for some time to come, and
that every other public work will have to
wait. If it call be proved that the scheme
call be carried out A an early date, I am
willing to admit that the necessity of the
case is sufficient to warrant the delay of
all other works, for the carrying out of
this schlemle-that is, if it canl be shown to
he a practical scheme. My present ilupres-
sion is that there is no necessity for the
Government scheme, but that the water
can be provided for the different districts
at an early date, and at a, much
lower cost than it is proposed to spend
over the Government scheme. All I ask
is that this House shall appoint a Select
Comm ittee for the purpose of going fully
intothe question, and finding out whether
there is any truth in the statements
which I have read, or not. It is a
reasonab~le request, and one that should
be acceded to. If it is pot-if it is all
moonshine and all false-it is well that
the public mind should be set at rest.
When we are going to undertake a
schesme that may be ruinous in its conse-
quenices, we ought to 1)e p)erfectly sure we
are right. 1 am inck where I was twelve
months ago-only askinig the House to he
satisfied it is right.

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) : Taking the
motion of the lion. gentleman, I cannot
see what good can follow by the appoint-
meat of a select committee. In most
instances where we have hiad] select comn-
nittecs appointed, especially onl works of

this kind, there have been consequment
delay* s, and verny little good attained. In
this instance I certainly think no good
at all would come from the appointment
of a committee. First of all, Parliament
has decided that this schenme shall go
forward, and the Government has decided
that, immediately we are in a position
to carry out the work, it shall be coin-
muenced. Allusion has been made to
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the delayV that has takenH place. I
wou ld like 1t) point out that the
delay has lben occasioned by manyII
causes, the principal one being the neces-
sity for obtaining infornation. We have
had to obtain information, and although
a great deal Of time has been taken in
gaining it, the informnation will be of
service to the Government in arriving at
the best possible conclusions for carrying
out the work. I do not think that any
valuable time has been lost, because the
inquiries made by the Engineer-in-Chief
at home would have had to be made -at
any rate. Most of the work, the draw-
ings and the necessary plans in connec-
tion with the reservoirs, have been put in
hand; and that part of tim work could
be commiienced to-mnorrow if we were able
to commence it. I do not intend to deal
with the Coolgardie water scheme: that
has been so frequently discussed before
the Honse, and the expressions of opinion
have been more favourable than other-
wise ; and public opinion is more favour-
ably disposed to-day as to the carrying
out of the work. It is necessary that we
should have the money for the work, and
all I hope is that the money will be forth-
coming at an early date, so as to enable
the Government to commence the work,
and thus provide the people on the fields
with a permanent supply of water.

MR. ILINGWORTII: How long do0 you
estimate it will take to carry out the
work ?

Tnu DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: It was estimated it would take
three years from the time the matter was
before the House. WVe have gone into
certain investigations which have taken a
short time, seven or eight months, ad
we gave ourselves a, full limit when we
said we could carr~y it out in three years.
If the wvork is commenced within the
next three or four months, it ought to be
finished in two and a-hall years. There
are no difficulties in carrying out the
work. It is not an impracticable scheme:
it is as simple as possible. The great
question is one of means. But I rose
principally to deal with the (question of
the water supply on thegoldfields. Ilhope
in the course of at few days to place a
document on the table of the House-tme
Public Works Report for the past year.
A portion of the report I now hold in my
hand, and as the question has been raised

I would like to give, for the intoritia-
tion of the House, some fliure to
Show what has been done during tile
past year. ThieGovernmieit have expenided
during the past year £156,000 on thie
g1oldields, distributed over four of the
principal fields. We have expended at
Coolgardie, £126,400; Menzies, £23,400;
Pilbarra, £4,800; and on the stock
routes, £1,780, making at total of
X156,880. That is irrespective of main-
tenance, and the expenses'in connection
with thme upkeep.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: Do you mean the
stock routes to the goldfields?

Tun DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: To the North, through the
goldlields. In addition to this, tenders
have been accepted for 20 tanks and
reservoirs in the Coolgardie district, and
tie total amount for which these tenders
have been accepted is £183,888.
Allowing that we have paid out of
that amount £57,000, we have still to
pay £156,000 to complete these works,
so that there will lie a total expenditure
for the purpose Of supplying water for
these fields of £282,000, or with main-
tenance something over £300,000, which
is a very considerable sum. I listened
with interest to the remarks of the hon.
member, and especially to the quotations
which lie made from tIe report given by
Mr. Reed. While admiitting, of course,
that there is a good deal that is practical
in the report of Mr. Reed, and knowing
full well that hie is a gentleman who has
travelled about the country andl has had
a good deal to do with the water supply
of those districts, vet we must certainly
consider and deal wvith these reports in a
reasonable way. The lion. member
alluded to the fact that Mir. Reed stated
that large quantities of water could be
conserved in these districts. The Govern-
inent admit this, but we know also
that we have no certain rainfall;
and, admitting that it can be con-
served, we have anticipated what little
rainfall there is by constructing those 20
tanks and reservoirs, which will be nearly
all completed during the next four months.
We are expending £188,888 upon the
construction of these works, and I think
the subject is so interesting to hon. mem-
bers that I would ask for a little time to
enumerate those which we have put in
hand. The total sum is £183,888, and
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the total capacity which we are to have
in these different reservoirs is 92,600,000
gallons. As I said, most of the works
have already been d]one or are nearly
completed. These works are as follow : -

Niagara, .38,750,000 gallons; Meuzvies,
.3,049,410; Mulline, 1,502,700; Coon-
garrie, 1,006,110; Specakm-an's, 1,008,450;
Bardoc, 2,082,540; 42-Mile, 3,121,683;
K~algoorlie, 1,630,000; TLondonderry,
3,098,000; Parker's R.ange, 4,963,000;
Siberia, 1.5115,532; Belong, 3,027,155;
50-Mile Rock, 3,025,110; Kanowvna,
3,691,800 ; Black Flag, 3,244,000; Wood-
gieniooLtha, 8,026,000; Broad Arrow,
10,060,000; Brown's Lagoon, 348,000;
Norsenman, 3,000,000; and Kurnalpi,
1,500,000. Thjis list totals .92,600,000
gallons. It is a most, astounding fact
that, alt] oligh we ha,,ve ahouitthree-foutrthis
of this work completed, we have not a
drop of water in any of those tanrks to-day.
[A MEMB3ER: Will they hold water?]
Certainly they will. About one-third of
the tanks hiave been cemented, and thle
rest, of course, we have had to puddle, and
somle of thiem have been tested. Some
time ago some of them had a little water,
hub to-day there is no water in themn. Now
I think this points most clearly to the fact
that it is no use to depend for a permanent
supply of water upon these catelunents.
We ha've at proot of it here in the fact
that I hese tanks are not filled to-day. It
has been shown that we have from 6 to 8
mor1 inchies of rain per annum in different
parts of thie fields, yet to-day we hear it
said that we have only 3mn. in places
where we had 7in. last year. Now if we
are going to depend upon tie cmt~nents
for water in those districts, I think we
are depending upon what may prove to us
a very unsafe reliance, for we know that
the rainfall is altogether too treacherous.
We cannot depend upon it, aud the only
way I can see by which we can deal with
this Iltiestion of water supply is to pumip
it from tine coast by tile schieme we hiave
brought forward.

Mun. A. FOjtrRST: How mnuch did yout
say the 92,000,000 gallons would cost?

THE COMMISSlONER OF RAIL-
WAYS: £183,888. Of course theespenseI
which I mentioned before, £2156,000, would.
he principally in connection withi the wells
and other conservation throughiout the
district. That is a stualler supply, and
nearly all theseI WellS are salt, Mid are

put down only for the purpose of con-
densing. If it had not been for the
supply of water by t'anks and hr' mnialis
of these wells we hiare put d]own, I thlink
the people would have had a sorry* tune
on thne goldfields. The wa;y in whichi the
Government have carried out the water
scheme throughout this district will be
more convincing, to lion. members when I
lay on the tble in a few days a. iap
shiowing the works carried out br this
department. It was of no use col'uting
upon any considerable supply by rainfall;
and as to this large cateinent area near
Coolgardie, spoken of by Mr. Reed, if
100,000,000 gallons could he conserved
at a. cost of £5,000 the Government
would welcome the information if it were
authenticated. If thiis information weret
authenticatted, and -we can have it slnowii
to us that there is at possibility of con-
serving so large a quantity of water there,
we would only be too pleased to take
advantage. of it. [A MEMTBER: Mr. Reed
is in your employ no-w.] How is it that
Mr. Reed hias not In-oughit this under the
notice of our departient, and that they
have not availed thenmselves it? We
have in our Engineer for Water Supply a
gentleman wino is well versed in watter
conservation ; we hiave also Mr. Saunders,
wvho has beRen thlere during the last three
or tour years. It A Ir. Reed possessed
this infornMtion, I certaLinly think it was
his duty to bring under thie notice of the
Government those places where water
could be conserved; and if lie hams
broughit it tinder the notice of the engi-
nleers, and those. engineers have not acted
upon it, I tak-e it that hie shiould hare
brought that under my notice, and I
would have immnediately taken steps to
harLLe acted upon It; heeaMns,adin1itting
that there is a short raminfall1, 1 quite agree
that we would be justified in making
preparations to conserve such at large
quautity of water as is sa;id can be con-
served aIt a plac e so near Coolgardie. I
aUn confident that no such place does
exist ; and], if it is known to Alr. "Reed, it
would have been known to) the officers of
my department, and they wouldlhave ta-ken
it iup long -ago. The difficulties whichi we
hiave had to contend against in this large
district are veryv great, and one of thenm is
the question Of pu~ddling tanks. We all
know that the very large tank at Kalgoor-
lie. :nlthonngli if will 11old. I,O00,001)
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"'alns of water, was so defective in this
respect that the whole of the water
escaped in nine days. The soil is so porous,
that we have had to go to great expense
in bringing clay from great distances, and
also in Constructiiig sonic of these tanks
in cement. Considering the large con-
saunption which mutst follow as population
increases, w'e could never possibly provide
sufficient water for the people by this
Rman. And even out of the £183,000
that we are spending, we find that nearly
half of it has to go in one big reservoir A
Niagara. How inan)' days' sIulpl 'v have
we there, at five million gallons a day '
We have 90,000,000 gallons. wichel
only mean anl 18 days' siuppl~l of water
for the fields; whereas what wo want is a.
continuous Supply Of five Million gallons
a day, or, in time, fifteen ni ill hum gallons
a day, possib~ly. We could never expect
to get it by conservation. I certainly
th ink the proposal to conserve water there
is altogether ain exploded one, and anyone
who has visited those fields and seen t heir
condition recently, nust agree with me.
The goldfields members will agree wvith
me that at Kalgoorlie it would be the
height of folly to depend upon water con-
sen'ation. There is only one course, aind
that course is to adopt the scheme which
we have put forward. Everyone must
adnait that, to make certain of a fresh
water supply there, we must fall back on
the Coolgardie water scheme. I certainly
oppose the motion of the lion. member for
Central Murchison.

A MEMBER: Would the Minister kindly
tell us what mining centres it is proposed
to supply under this scheme, besides
Coolgardie properP

THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
WORKS: It is intended to take the
supply over the whole of the gold-
fields as far as Menzies ; but the first part
of the reticulation will go to Kalgoorlie
as well as Coolgardie. We have provided
100 miles of 12-kn. ins. If you will
turn to the report, you will find that we
provide here for all the reticulation pipes,
265 miles, and we provide also for
100 miles of 12-in, pipes which will form
the leading pipe; but we expect eventu-
ally to continue further reticulation. We
intend to first prove the scheme by pump-
ing the water to Coolgardie and district
as far as five milion gallons will go, and
to increase the supply afterwards. It is

of course intended for minin-g supply.
It will be brought to certain places b y
(lie Government, and then the reticula-
tion into the townis will be a municipal
Matter.

Mn. MORAN: A, great deal of
wvhat tie member for Central Murchison
(Air. ihinghorth) Said has been said
before. I remember mentioning all
these details lie has brought up
this evening. I want to show lm,
if I possibly can, tiaL hie ought not
to object to the main work going ahead,
even although the subsidiary works
should have to stand over for thme pr-esent.
Take that 5,000,000 gallons of water,
and you need not bie iii any way afiraid
that it is going- as far as to the South,
Australianblorder. By the time that you
have served Coolgardie, Kalgoorlie, and
Kalnwna, yom will find that you have
not a drop of water left. As I said
before, I bielieve the water will ble used,
and used up so hungrily, that you wvill
find yourselves obliged, and agreeably so,
to duplicate the scheme. You commence
with the idea that you require a million
gallons of water for your railways, to
begin with-Mr. Davies will want that
quantity himself, and probably he will
want m ore-and that quantity mnnst ble
taken off the 5,000,000 gallons at various
points along the line of route. Once

Imore I. should l ike to remind the Premier
that lie ought not to Ihe talking about
turning thle country into a smiling plain.
from Northam to Southern Cross. It is
absolutely the maddest dream in the

4world to imagine you are going to carry
on irrigation with this schleme, and at the
same time serve the mines up there. The
supply would not be sufficient for both
purposes.

THE PREMIER: I did not speak of
irrigation. What I desired was to give
the people a drink on the road.

MR. MORAN: I want to point out
that this question of irrigation is an
enormous one. (TEPREBMIER: I under-
stand that.] Presuming that Northamn
and Newcastle are going to absorb another
million gallons of the supply on the way,
I say it would not be fair to divert water
fromi Coolgardie and the other goldfields
for an irrigation scheme in the Avon
valley.-

THE PREMIER: Nobody says that is
time intention.
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MRt. MORA N: Perhaps not; huit it
iniight occur to somebody to propose that
such should be done, and I fancy I have
heard seine talk inl this direction. There
is no doubt that at markiet will be found
for the water. According, to my figures,
there are 4,000,000 gallons left to deal
with. You will have at population of
26,000 or 30,000 at Coolgardie, and pos-
silbly 50,000 at Kialgoorlie, if thle increase
of population at Broken Hill may be taken
ats a criterion. I would not be at bit
surprised, nor would an.) mining man, to
see 50,000 people at Ktalgoorlie in three
years' time.

MR. ILLINGiVORTH: 1 hope your esti-
mate may be true.

MR. MORAN: Thle indications are
that way, certainly. Taking the probable
population of Kalgoorlie at 50,000 three
years hence, eachi person should be suip-
plied with not iess than 30 gallons a day,
at quantity which is below the European
andt also I believe the Perth estimate.

A MunnunR: The Perth estimate is 30
gallons per person.

MIR. MORAN: Well, takie the quantity
at30 or 40 gallons at day for each

person and if it is necessary to give
.30 gallons a day to at person in Perth,
no doubt at larger , proportion will
be required on the goldfields. Then,
with Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, there
would also have to be served the London-
derry district, 25-M ile district, Black Flag,
Dead Finish, and other mining centres
where batteries can be carried onl. We
have also to deal With Broad Arrow,
Bardoc, Kanowna, and other large places.
Who can say what those places may be-
come ? Kanowina may in the fuiture be a,
bigger place than Kalgoorlie, giving ats it
does now evidence of becoming at very
important mining centre.

.Mn. LEARR: Will those places, in the
aggregate, require more than 100 miles of
pipe ?

MR. MORAN : I will give the exact
mileage, if I can.

MR. LEAKE: That is what we want to
get at.

Mit. MORAN: I prestune it is not yet
decided whether we aire going to take the
water from the top of Mount Btnges or
not. I aml inclined to think that is an
open question. It would be much better
to ittilise hills in the various centres, if
such Ihills canl be fouind, instead of bring-

lug the supply to the top of Mount Bur-
ges, and atila large expend ituire of 'none'
obtaining the requisite i gh pressure to
serve atllthie various centr-es. Mr. Scarvell.
fronm Victoria, hatslbeeji over hee taingl
details in connection with the water-
supply of the goldfields, and his opinion
is that it would be far better to have a
dlam in each district, than one damo onl the
top of Mount Buiges, where a.n accident
might throw the whole system out of
gear. The distance frome Coolgardie to
Kalgoorlie is 24 miles, anid 12 miles more
to Kanowvn. Taking Coolgardie as 20
miles from thle 2.5-Mile, Mount Barges
is'not more than 1.5 or 16 miles awayv,
while Black Flag would be distant 12 or*
1.5 miles. Take another 1.5 miiles for
surrounding cenitres, and On to Broad
Arrow ats another five miles, and another
eight to Bardoc; then if you wish to go
to Bulong from Coolgard ie it is another
18 miles - all these figures together
making up about 102 miles.

Ma. LEAKE: Tow do0 you gelt to
Menzies ?

MR. MORAN: If you wvant to go0 to
Menzies you go through the Ninety-Mile,
equial to another 50 miles of piping, and
that is allowing liberally for the supplying
of places such ats Blackl Flag and other
little centres. I hold that, in connection
with the water scheme, there must be
opened an extensive svstemi of narrow-
gauge trains. It will be found far easier
to have central batteries for reducing the
ore; and, if authority be given to conl-
struct such trauwavys, private people will
b~efoiud readcy to provide them. As Isaid
before, I ain not yet prepared to say the
Mount Burges scheme is the best. T'here
is at hill Only two miles Out Of Coolgardie,
from which a pressure could( be obtained

uUch greanter titan that which we have in
Perth ; and at Kalgoorlie the Mount
Charlotte hills would give at fine pressure
for any of the surrounding inesO. These,
however, are points of detail which will
have to be gone into afterwards. This
water supply question is one in which I
have taken at promineint part. I have
seen Hannan's Lake itself filled with fresh
water four times dumring ItY pliJc career.
I have seen the Broad An-ow Lakiecontatin-
ig. more fresh water than the Governiment

could pump tip in 10 years under t heir
scheme. Well, we know tha!t theevapIora-
tion per an11lu111, is jut I-s8 tI~l ha8f1. .wlld
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it is greater in open lakes, the average
depth of which is not 8ff. Could it lbe
anrangedi to cenitralise aill this water in a
certain place Y~ This presents at prolblemi
oil which I have consulted mnany engi-
neers, anid amiongst them Mons. Vir-
gille, the eminent French engineer, tells
mue it would cost six millions of money to
construct oneC Chun, and that When 'Von
have that one dain iiconstru cted %-on would
rmnail, at the inercyv of the heavens.
Much could he done wvitlh local schemes.
East of Non-thamni thVM- is no Such ting
as ai defined water course or clannte1 onl
the whole of the Ea~hstern goldfields. No
such condition ot affair., exists inl the
Eastern colonies or in the verY worst
lparts of the back bloc-ks of Queensland.
I have known places in Qumeenslanmd whtere
for fomur or five vears, therie has b- een no
rain, and Wvhere verv often, in conise-
quence, places are deseited for years. I
renienber a seven- ye, s dirought in one
period in Queensland. Butrit through
that colony there are distinct wa ter thanl-
nels, for hundreds of miles in many cases.
The countryv there has defined water-
shieds, and when rain does conic, in these
places, ats at Broken Hill, one damn canl
save sufficient water to keep the district
going fdr 'years. In Western Australia,
there is no such condition of affairs. The
membiler for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans),
and theimember for North-East Coolgar-
die (Mr. Vosper), have bo0th looked into
this matter, and none of tis knows of any
places in the goldfields districts where
there are defined water-courses. The soil
is so porous that, except where the damis
have a coatingr of (-lay on the top, it is
absolutely impossible to conserve water.
In those paces Mentioned by Mr. Reed, I
have seen water careering along- at a great
rate to the salt lakes; and I have pointed
ont to the Goverrnent that it wvould be
possibile to construct dams of a temporary
char-acter, or get private enterprise to
carry out the work, so as to give a fall[-
hack for sone, gigantic scheme of water
supply. The expense of making a damn
so deep and so extensive as to give an
in failing and reliable supply of waiter, is
ai soliitel - out of thme power of thme Gov-
ermnent in tltis countr v. W~e all know a
bit about daun const-n ict ion, anld theiim-
bet- for the Oanniug, (Mr. Wilson) is it
mictical inan with strong viewvs on the
questioni. Every one of thoSe Salt hikes

has a thin Coating on top of it, and
just below that youl get into bed-rock
very quickly. I Ilainltainl that at dam, to
be of any service, should bie .30 to 40
feet deep, and then we muijst allow for all
evaporation each year f at least 7 or
8 feet of water. To avoid that evapora-
tion, damis would have to lbe cover-ed
over, which wonuId p~rove anl expensive
01fl-iltinu ;and after i lie dams had been
covered, tlmei-e would still have to be
piovided anl ci laollois powve- to pl~ltili
anui let ictlate wvater o'ver the goldfields.
'lake ti i lakes from Momunt Monger,
linlong, and righit onl to Lake TLefrov.

*and I doubt whethier you ,nn get, the
water to run Withonut ctting1 at calm1-. It

*would lie impossible ti' sink a dam
wi Ihout I 'asting 310 or- 40 feet of lied-
iock ani, atfter all the expense, I doubt
wvhethier- a daimi coulId be ,made inificiemitlyA
deep to meet a. three or four Years
d roug-lit. which occnr-sin every part. I do
not think at conservation schme conuld be
devised that would stand a three or four
years' drought. It; would be almuost
im possible to keep these dails all righit,
even if they wer-e cemented out. Dams
aire cruecl;ihng now, and the Commnissioner
of Railways knows that. I antl putting
the facts before the H~ou~se in a calm and
deliberate way. I min informed that
every memiber of the Opposition is
looking ;it this question as if hie haid no
party b ials one way or the other, and there-
fore I have the gr-eatest Pleasure inl
telling theml time facts of this iltatter.
II ami inclined to believe, with the highest
engineers, that it would be almost beyond
our power to construct dams of a chiar-
acotor sufficient to give such at supily a is
the Ooolgardie wvater- schemne would gie
and then we should be dependent on at
rainfall which is not copious enlough to
siupply out- needs. I matintain that this
country would not be ruined if this
schemne took five years to complete. The
ruination would comae if the scheme were
not.gone onwith. Our availatbleSUPPleCs
might give out. I know perfectly well,
and I am hot, at civil enginer, that I could
find Wate'r to~ keep ,,l1rO i goig for
tine short tin1,, this scimeinne w~ould he in
course of -oiistritctiqti L - A ~ 1, IEt :
Salt water 3 . wonuld undertake to find
sufficienit water in the lied of the Brmoad
Arrow Lakie for the purpose; but sailt
water is a Ihiunted stipplv. Here is a fact
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which has been proved in the last few
months in Kalgoorlie. We have been
sinking wells and shafts two or three
hundred feet deep, and some engineers
have said that we do not want any Cool-
gardie water scheme at all, that we have
plenty of water in our mines; bitt I tell
this House there is not a single mining
manager on the fields who hais not arrived
at the conclusion that we aire going
through the water-b~earing str-ata, and are
coming to a dry level like that at Charters
Towers, in Queensland. Another fact
has been proved, namely, that the more
water we drawv in that district in thle
mines, the less supply the lakes are
getting. We are carrying the lakes in
our shafts, and the lakes will run dry.
Of course, a lot of the water will go hack,
and we have to deal wvith the great ques-
tion of evaporation also. I hope to have
a number of the membi ers of this House
uip in the Kalgoorlie district very soon,
when we open the Mechanics' Institute,
and then we will show them the field. I
hope to haive the pleasure of showing theiti
some of the rivers iii that district. They
are like the rivers in the interior of
Queensland, which die awaty as they spread
out: they evaporate, and disappear. There
is always a strong current of air blowing
there, and that takes the water away. I
would point out to the member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) the fallacy
of appointing a commission to inquire
into this matter. Such a comimission
would probably consist of the members
forCoolgardie, Central Murch ison, Gerald-
ton, and myself, with others, and Ave
would have a word or two to say on the
whisky question du.ring the long and
arduous journey' s we would have to
make. The routine would be that we
would call evidence about what ever~y
Man, wom1anl, aind chiild, and certainly
every mneitber of this House, already
knows, namelyv, that there are salt lakes
and that salt water is to be got at at cer-
tain depth; and then we would visit the
various lakes, and ats soon as the connluls-
sion saw Lake Lefroy, and watched the
salt glittering in the sun, they would go
bac~k and decide that, after all, whisk y is
at decided iprovemoent on salt, Water. I.
do not believe in comminissions. TIhere is
a commfI~ission sitting iii this country at
the present mnoment, which has not
excited the admiration of all the people

in. the colony, and yet the Mining Com-.
mission is nothing to what at Water
Commission would be. To go exhiaus-
tively into the question, every member
would have to be dumiped down the mines
to see for himself if the water was going
uip or coming down. I believe sincerely
that a water scheme is required for Cool-
gardie, Kalgoorlie, Menzies, Broad Arrow,
,ad neighbouring districts. When once
we have supplied Coolgardie and Kal-
goorlie with water, surely we can dupli-
cate that scheme and send it on to
Menzies; and what is to prevent die
Government and this House doing the
samie thing for the Mluchison? We
are told that tbey do not want a
water scheme for the Murchison, I
was always led to believe that it was a
fresh water country. The trouble is,
however, that it is only a surface drainage,
and they are going through their water
strata. If they want water there, where
the rainfall is greater than in the Cool-
gardie district and where they have water-
courses of a definite character, how muchi
more is water wanted in that part of the
country where there are no definite water.
courses, wvhere there is very little rainfall,
and where there is a population of from
30,000 to 40,000 people! The lion.
member for Central Murchison is not
ain Iureasonable man, and I wish to point
out to him that it is absolutely impossible
to meet the demand in the way in which
hie proposes. There al-c alluvial fields
round Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie and at
other places that would pay for the ex-
pendliture of almost any sumrs of money
for the purpose of giving them a proper
water supply. There is at six-mnile rush
A the- back of Charlotte Hill, and there
is enough round Kalgoorlie to use up all
the water that could be supplied. Thu
average assay Of the streets in Kalgoorlie
is Sdwsts. per ton. At Baylev's Flat and
other places, it is just the sa me. I ant
rather surprised therefore to find that the
lion. iemaber for the Central Murchison
should at this late hour of the daty adopt
tmetacticshle has. I give him my solen
pledge to help him in his electorate, if lie
will help ius. It will take the Govern-
iment at least three years to construct the
proposed canials, and I give the Coriinis-
sioner an extra three months which I
have no doubt will be required. When
that scheme has been completed, it will
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lie twelve months before the people w~ill who will
be abl~e to get thle least beniefit from it, ats millionsu
they will have to go in for reticulation, constnict
and thle Laying Of mainls and all that sort think a si
of thing, Whlich Cannot be done till the IHouse wcwtri ruh oteso.Tee E

fore you cannot get to work wvith side Of tli
the scheme too, soonl. Two and a1 MR. i\1I
half Millions ster-ling, Which is tile say Vhatt
estilitiatel Cost of the sCIIOIIIC, is Ont v I lie and theY
price which hsw lbeen paid to-day [ or .)lie inor tl
single mine, the Ivanhoe, which has work was
hicen lbouighit by one of time shrewdest of the 'no
mnine corporations ilt tie wvorld. The for Centr
Coolgardie water schenie, which is not Coninissi
estimated to cost any mtore, mnay be the broughtt
Mens Of 113,1611 in 50 other ]tines like the what thle
Ivanhoe. When you find lion. inein- 'the miatte
bers on both sides of Lime House willin" that I ha'
to pledge themselves and generations after tin onl
them to find tile mloe for this scheme, taken im
I am very sorry that a gentleman repre- other lion
seating at mining district in this House House at
should bie unwilling to give thle Govern- Governini
mient his support. Time agricultural ineiii- jima~JOrity
hers are thosew~hmo havenmost to fear from will uplo
the carrying out of the Government p)Vo- great nati
posal, yet these very men come forward manjority*
in the most plucky mlanner and are will- the ininin
ing to support the Premier in the course
which lie proposes to take. At b68

A MEMTBER :It is to their interest to Chair.
dIO so.

Mu. MORAN: They are uten of honour, At 7-3
everyone of them, and men of independ- the Chair
ence also, and certainly men Of courage.
The% are not going to pledge themselves MR. A.
and their children after thenm for a pose the
scheme that is going- to turn out badly. I tral Mur
am sorry that the gentleman who repre- so wvith
sents one of the goldflelds has not the beaualset
samne faith in time goldfields ats the agri- hint to Gv
cultural members h ave. I (10 not sav in this hat
that lie has not the same faith, but I dIO for imdiv
say that I fail to tunderstand his tactics, colony al
I know that the lion. member's Parlia- North, S
nientary miotto has been "the greatest few reia
good for the greatest number," and that and they
lie prides imself onl never condescending able to si
to any Parhiarentarv tactics ;but I am necessary
afraidi on this question lie is not practis- in ciomiie
ing, what lie preaches. If the Govern- Govermn
mnmt Caine to this House to-itiorrow amid presentt
saLid, - With the concurrence of our works sIt
Piiiginec-r-in-Clief, and after careful con- in th e sli
sideration, we have decided to let this mieaber
contract to this or the other strong- paragrapi
European corporation, men of repute, ait CoolI,

Ilfofiv' to 8impnd. 23

do thme work for two and a half
if mloney, and it is 01mn gto be
Ed inside of two years.'' I do not
ugle mininher oil this side of the(.
,gild sRV tIheV had dlone ill.
millR : Nor- onl the Opposition
e House either.
ORAN: Ron. i owmers would
lie G overnmen t had dlone well,
would be lrepared to sink ail

utters while this g.reat national
beinlg carried ojit. One resiult

tityn mroved I'v the lion. niiber
til Mil reli Somi hats I-Plee that thet
otter of ]P.ub lic Works has
orward facts and figuires tio shmow
oGovermienit have ben doing ini
r; and anUother result has becen
ve given to this House informa-
this great qluestion %vhili] has

-Years to o btaiii, and sevei-al
members have enlightened the

:I the subject. Whatever the
cit may decide onl doing. the
of thme miembxers of this House
old theni in carrying omt this
tonal wOrk, and included in that
will be both the agricultut-al and
ig inenlihers.

0, pInl., tile SPEAKER left thle

0, uMD., the SPEALKER resumled

FORREST: In rising to op.
motion of the member for Ceii-
chison (Mm-. IlLingworth). I do
a very great deal of pleasure,
hie sublject dealt with is iinpor-
'ery person Who has any inter-est
rge colony. It is not a question
iduals, b~ut a questioii for the
tLarge, whether living in the

olthi, Or East. I hope in the
rks I sliall make to the House-

will lie very few-I shiall bie
ow clearly that it is absolutely
that no delay should tike place
necing these works. Even if the
Cit have miot thle m10oe at tile
imnec, it is nlecessary il hat these
011l-] ii0 stamlled ilt'd foin phtd
ortest timite possible. The lion.
for Central Murchison read at
[i fron ta newspaper pubhished
rd ie of some remarks I made

231
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there, and I wish to eiphn sise these re-
marks by saying that from my knowledge
of West Au~stralia, which is not small,
if anything happens to our eastern gold-
fields at the present time, where a water
scheme is absolutely necessary, a majority
of the people in the counitry would become
banlrupt, and I do not ]make that state-
mnent without some consideration. If it
goes forth that the leading men in
Australia say this, it will hurry the
Government to push on the work as soon
as possible. The lion. member for Central
Murch~ison has not visited these fields for
somec time. If lie was to take an oppor-
tunity very often, as I do, of visiting the
principal centres, hie would find a very
different state of things from what existed
few years ago. If I could only read the
inner thoughts of the lion, member, I am
sune he is one with us in this matter, but
it is a very hard thing to "celimb down."

Mn. ILLINGwoRTH: I am learning from
you.

MR. A. FORREST ;I wvill read from
Hansard a speech made by the lion. mnem-
her, and also sonie remarks made by my-
self. [A MEMBER: Oh1, don't.] I will
only read somen of the remarks -just
those which suit myself, the same as the
lnembler for Central Murchison dlid. He
read a certain portion of a speech he
miade, and I asked him to go on, but lie
did not take the cue, and I intend to
read the other portion. This question is
of so important a character-to me, at
any rate, and I believe to every man in the
colony-that the works should be started
at once, and completed afterwards. All
the while they are being constructed they
will serve a number of people en route,
and they will serve the railways. I hlave
it onl the best authority that the water
suipplx' on the goldfields alone for the
railways will be equal to.£100,000, and if
this water supply had to be mnade for the
railway s alone it would be justified;
lbecau~se as we are lbuilding railways from
Kalgoorlie to Menzies, and from Kal-
goorlie to Kanowna, you will find that
from Northamn to Menzies there will be
no water at all, and the water wvill have
to be taken from Nortnain at ab great
expense. Tine Commissioner of Rail-
ways informs uts tihat this Yeanr alone thme
Govermmment constructed. tanks to impound
ninety mi[lion gallons of water at a cost
of £1l80,000, and according to the scheme

of the Government it is proposed that in
IS days these ninety million gallons of
water can be all utilised there. I went
into this country in 1869, and I found
the country well grassed, plenty of water,
with plenty of rain. I returned to this
country in 1871, and Iliad to run for my
life, because there was iio water, no grass,
no rain. There had been a great drought,
and we must expect these times agin.
We have not been flooded this year.
There hlave only been three inches of rain
,at Coolgardie. The construcetion of this
water scheme should not be delayed one
hour. If I had anything to do with the
Executive of this country, I should start
the dams at Helena River and Mount
Burgos at once.

Tug PREmiER : We were told the
other day we were not to do anything
until we got authority.

MR. A. FORREST : There has been at
suggestion made in this House that the
work of constructing these water works
should be handed over to a French
syndicate, or somec other syndicate. Tme
member for Central Mmrch ison said, onl
the 20th August, 1894, in reference to tine
buiding of the railways to Kalgoorlie.
,and Oue:-

I contend there is no reason why this
country should take upon itself anm obligation
which will bring up the indebtedness to X2 12s.
p~er hlead annually for interest alone. If there
are legitimate firms, syndicates, or companies,
that are willing and able to build these rail-
ways, their proposals should be fairly
considecred. All that we have upon this
question is that some lion. members say they
",don't believe," anld they "don't think" and
"lon't know." Because we have had sonic

experienice of syndicate land-grant rail-
ways, one of which had practically nothing
behind it, and the other one unfortunately lost
its principal in the death or its best financial
man-and lion. members know quite well that
bit for the death of Anthony Hordlern there
would have been 110 difficumlty in financing the
Great Southern Railwvay-because we have
had exrperience of these syndicates, that is no
reason why we should not consider fresh
proposals from syndicates to build railways
on a different principle, without any laud.
grants. T'here are seie of the people behind
these syndicates who could buy all the rail-
ways in the country. I contend that while it
is absolutely necessary to build those matil ways,
it is not absolutely necessary to build thien
with loan ulncy.

The lion. 11cm111]her then Wvent Oil to sag
something about tine railways being built
b y private syndicates. What dlid I sanv
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in reply to the bon, mnember on the Same Ur. V~en
evening? I said: and Mr.

The bon, members for Naninine and Albany Hassel]
have treated uis to a lot of information about Harper1
building railways by private syndicates; hut afterward
I wold like to tell the House what my opinion notion;
is about that. The syndicate promoeters usually' it, lie di
comne here, and, without having any financial
nicans whatever, make proposals to the Govern- asedt
nient, and because the Glovernment have not motion, 1:
entertained Such proposals as those contained not see Ii
in the correspondence now on the tible, the strong of
bon, membelir for N\annline and the lion. muember Wstl
for Albany think the Governm~entluvve treated 1t h
those persons with discourtesy. I ann sure the Central
lion. memuber for Albany ought to be aware of Who0 woi
the way in which private syndicates have a inexnbei
been carried an in connection withi the two Views Ile
laud-grat railways now in existence, and he niot thin!
should be the last man to ask that the
Government should entertain further proposals does, lie
for theo construction of railwvays by syndicates. altering
If I live to the age of 100 years I Shall never listening
support private railway proposals in this say a wV
colony. Trhe lion. memnber for Nannine said cmlt
certain persons were prepared to put down a1 compeeIn
guarantee of £20,000; hut he ought to know fulyI
it is very easy for persons to subscribe e20,000 water so!

among a. lot of them, I)ntt, after doing that as cant1
a prelimiuary, it is a very difficult thing to people tI
produce half-a-million of capital for construict- cnui
in~g the railway. TPake the Midland railway USDl
for instance, and the difficulties wichol have on 01 withc
surrounded it. Ron. members know that the if any nI
Midland Company or syndicate could not have not. ini tb
completed that railway without the aid of the does So.
Government. It would be the samne with
reference to these private syndicates ;and if said so.]
the Government had accepted their proposals, bring, fan
I believe the members on this side of the posed by
House would have Withdrawn. supIport frou mnembers
the Government altogether. oalv rea
I wvill go back to last year, when the Cool- mian did
gardlewater schentewas proposed to he sent All the
to a select comm iittee, and wvhat do we find suibject,
as the result of the division on a motion first brou
mnoved by the mnember for Be-verley for was aga
referring the schemue to a select corn- Against
ndttee? Amongst. those who voted to a divis
atgainst sending- the matter to L6 select for IBeve
couiittee was the miember for Nauntine mnt. I
(Mr. Illingworthi). He voted with the on bo0th
Government not to send the matter to a, not a Ipam
select committee ; vet now, within one tion-tht
year, he proposes that the scheme shiall category
be refei-red to a select conmnittee. Is the members
hion. miember consistent? districts,

31R. II4LINGWORTHT: Oh1. bother 0111- with the
.sistemu 'v ! rLet mis do wat is right. F canl

MR.z A. FORRIEST: Several of lime Southernt
uintbers who voted with Mlr. Harper are for the Ii
nlot Imienlibers ot time House at the present levels;
Lune. Those who did vote with himj were : perhiaps
-Mr. Aioss, Mr. Randell, Mr. Solomion, Coolgard
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n, Air. H{assell, Air. Simipson,
Hlarper. I muay add that Mr.

santed hie was pledged to Mir.
)efore hie heard the debate, and
[s aked himt to withdraw the
but, being pledged to vote for
d4 so. Several other mnembers
h on. mnembe- to withdraw the

iut the menuhem' for Beverley did
iAs war to do it; and one of the
ponenits of Mr. Harper's mnotioii
inmber who now represents
Murohison. (Mfr. Iltingworthi).
tid think that in one short year
r of this House would alter the
then held so stronglyP I do
h le ought, to do so, and, if hoe

oughit to give somne reason for so
his OpiniOll. When We were
to the bon. inember, hie did not
)rd in excuse of his turning ai

somersault. Our minds. are
do up that we miust have this
acmie at any price. The mines
e worked xithout it, and. the
reiselves must have water for
Lion. Work cannot be carried
sit water in those regions, and
an deonies this, I aul af raid it is
e interest of the colonty that lie

[Mn. ILLnNOWOnRH: Wetnever
When mnembers of this House

rWaLrd mnotions of the kind pro-
thne lion1. memuber, anld atsk other
to Support themei, I thnink it is

sociable to suppose that gentle-
not Ibelieve in this water scheme.
hon. member's speeches on the
from the time the scheme was
ight into existence, show that he
inst it. [bin. ILTINGWORTH:
Jhis soheinie.1 And when iteamne
ion on th e motion of the memiber
ricy, he voted with the Govern-

wvish to impress on the leaders
sides, of the House that this is
-ty question, but a national cjues-
bt it does not belong, to the

of party questions. When
of the House travel in those
they must be at once struck

ir great importnice to the State.
Issiire lion. iiicmibers tha;t ill

OCross there is ver % little water
nines obtainable froin tihe lower
ndl I should like to know-
inv friend the miember for East
no (Air. Mloran) can tell ie-
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what amiount (if water there is coining
from tim lower levels of the deep in es at
Kalgoorlie. [MR. MORAN: None.] The
water for nearly all thiese mines is being
pumnped from certai indents ait the salt
lakes, miles away. That is the surppiy of
the fields. There are hundred-s of mines
round Coole-hrdie which have no waler,
and are not likely to get anuy. They aire
being developed with ais little Ltboilr as is.
possilble for comtplying with the labour
conditions. Bu-tltht would ~e the resu-lt.
if tis water schemie were it to be carried
out there and people could get watter
at as. 6d. per thoulsand gallons? PWe
would not know the place! Men would
lbring their wsives and failiies there, and
Would live in comfort. This rarbtin
is practical, and believes in the colony;
And members intend to carry out this
great schieme in spite of anyone who 'nay
attempt to prevent it. In August, 1894,
I replied to an interJection. made in
this Hoiise b'y the then inenmber for the
Swan (N it. Ioton), who said that thle
people at Coo lgardie and Kalgoorl ie dir]
not an~~t this s01heme. My an,1swer was
to the effect that the people there wvere
so confident of its value, were so well
represented in this House, and were so
satisfied that the Govermuteu. were gYoing
to carry thle scheme tb rougli Parliament,
that they did not at that time take the
trouble to call public mneetings for advo-
cating the project. One of its strongest
opponents no-% in this House, the mnember
for North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper),
who was then the editor of a strong pro-
pflet~ry newspaper at CoolgArdie, did not
leave a stone unturned in olposition to
this sche.1e1 When it Was proposed. In
article After article, every daty of thei week,
there wvas. this beyof aL water Supply to)
thle Coolgardie goldfllS thrown1 at uIS, as
though1 it Were going to ruin the colony.
He wanted a supply from the lakes. I
think hie dlid mnore harmn to the Govern-
mient scheme, at the th no, than any other
mian in Western Australia. But now I
am.i glad to say the lion. meminber, in the
interests of the district which he repre-
sienits so well ini this House, is prepaLred to

elja d ili" a1 bit, and agree thlat thle
sceiie is nece~ssary, Iiec;Luse all Other
schemeIs thatt hatve been1 tried have- proved]
failures. Nearly a year has been wasted,
during whbich time, if there had not been
this oppositioin,Za numnber of works in con-

neetion with this scheme-thie building of
a dam ait the Helena River, tanks on
Mount Buirges, an1d at lot of other ire-
portanut works, miight. have beeni going on.
I iun asure, also, thatt the great interest
which the mother country and all the
colonies have in this schemne, which they
are looking to us to carry out,, renders it
imuperative that, it rnust, be undertaken at
anuy cost; and when we hiave the confident
opinion of thle ielliher for Coolgardie
(Mr. morgans) and the aissuranuce Of the
heat] of rihe Government thntt the scheme
will pay its working expenises, and will
pay for the cost of construction, why
shlhd we be afraid? If any thling Could
happen to prevent these goldfields from
taking All this Water, Which I denUy, we
know there ar-e thousanids of atcres ini the
Avon Valley, Along the route, which
could he ir-rigated 1wv means of this
scemne at thle cost of at few shillinigs per
thousanud gallons. Aniother argumrent in
f avour of this schemne is th at the surrond-

ig country, where no floks can now be
depasaured, could be cut tip into paddocks
in which cattle and sheep could be fed in
thousands on those beautiful plains. I
can assure heon. memibers on tme other
side of the House that water at 3s. 6d.
per thousand gallons is mnuch cheaper
than you would have to pay for a luau to
dIraw it out of a well for the use of live
stock. The beautiful country to the
north and east of Coolgardie should not,
as it is now, be in such A condition as will
not support a living animial, but should
be A great pastoral country; and then
the people of time goldfields couild not
complain, as they do now, that. the price
of mneat on those goldfields is exorbitant
You never hear the lion. mnember for
Central Mureb ison (Mr. Ifliugworsh) sa~y
anythinig about the high cost of mneat on
thle Mmurchison gold~fields, because those
mines are in a pastoral country ; and I
may sa~y the -samne class of country-tia
little better in somle respects-is to be
found onl the Eastern golddields, where
this water schemne would be the mieans of
keeping thousands of sheep and cattle.
YOU will hairdly believe meo when,' I tell
youI that the presenit Government are not,
prepared to let. landi on lease on the
eaustern goldtields for the purpose of feed-
ing catttle -amid sheep. It has been my.)
constant complaint, almost from thle time
the Goverunenit first came into office,

Motion to sn-qpend-
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that this soil on the eastern gold-
fields, where gass g-rows so abun-
dantly in good seasons, is not let
like the Murchison country, to sheep far-
iners, and Yet it is a fact, If a mtan
-wants 10,000 acres of land for the purpose
of feeding sheep and cattle, the Counis-
sioner of Crow-n Lands refuses to give him
a lease of it-for what reason we shlut]
never know. It is an astonishing fact
that of the whole of the land from Southern71
Cross to tine eastward houda-v of the
colony not an acre has been let for pas-
toral purposes ;and evenl those people
wvho are plucky eniough to provide water
themselves are denied the use of the
grass on the land, because it is useless to
themi unless it is fenced in. All that is
asked is that they should be allowed to
lease' the land at nominal rentals for
feeding sheep in the goldields districts.
This bas, so far, been denied to the pas-
toralist; but I hope when this debate is
finished, memb ers of the Government will
see that, for thle fuiture, leases s1 a H be
granted to pastoralists on those gold-
fields.

THI~E Ptmzima: They would take all
the waterrepaiired for miners. That was
the objection in the early (lays; but the
ti-ie has arrived now, I thiuk, for doiin
something.

AIR. A. FORREST:- If a, sheep farmier
digs a well, I do not think anybody can
object to his using the water from It for
his stock. The Government provide
wvater for the mniner, bitt do not provide
any for the sheep farmner. \WhTICn Uas~L-
toralist has dlug a well, I do not thinuk a
mainer has anty right to it, seeing that hie
has not paid for it. I amn glad to give
my1% small am-otunt of suipport to this
scheme, and I ant sure that everyone who
has any regard for the colony of his
irtli, or who has come here to throw

in his lot -with list must feel thtt
something must be done to mnake
the goldfields capable of attracting poput-
lation, and capable of keeping going the
mines that we have at present, so that the
idea should never again go forth that
there is any fear of the batteries being1
shut down for want of water. If t~mer
aire shut down, then I ain afraid aI great(
in Vu of uts would have to leave this
Colony- anti go0 elsewhere, because our
interests are so bound up) in the welfare
of these wines that we are almnost wholly

dependent upon themn. We West Auts-
tralians, the people who were born here,
are frequently called hard names, and
somietimes we are called Boers-that is
the latest tenn applied to uts. It is said
we want to grive nothinug to the goldfields;
but I say we are not B3oers, that we give
everything to the goldfields, and we also
expect them. to give uts something in
return. We want to give themn a good
suply or Water, and When1 ther get thie
water, and when the sheep farmer is
al)ied to lease laud for feeding live
stooc, the-re will be no miore err for cheap
meat.

Mu. LlBARE: I sctsreelr think that
l1oi1. iieinbers regard the debatte on this
subjet as one of want of confidence. in the
Governuent. We are all at liberty to cis-
cuss tht is (1uestion,at an 'y rate, on its mnerits.
I ask hioni. iemhers to listen while I
venture to cniticise thle proposed scheme
from. my point of view, The views which
I advance are not put forward in any
Captious spirit, balt are tile result Of
considerable though1t OiL myI par1t. I
assure l10on, members that I approach this
question with a desire to discover, if
possible, What is the best, perhaps the
only means, of supplying water to the
Eastern goldfields. If lion, members
rememiber my public utterances on any
occaion01, I think I nilay fairly defy them
to put their finger on any phrase or
remark which would entitle them to tell
ie( now that 1 have declared T was

opposed to the sutpply of water for the
Eastern goldfields. I am cWnsiOUS-as
any lion. member must be if lie has the
interests of the coiuntry at heart-that it
is Of paramtouint importance that a good
anall .lsbtittal water su1pply shiould be
found for the fields. B3ut What has
troubled inc in the Past, and is trouibling
ine at the present, is the nmethod we should
adopt towards that end.

A MEMBER: You were nut here last
sessioni.

Mac. LEAKE: I know% I was absent,
but even in my absence I was perplexed
over this Subject. I b~elieve the chief
oIbjectioln urged when thle scheme was
proposed hlst r ear in this Chiamber, Was
1basedl on the grouind tiat all possible
sources of snppl ' had not been inquirml
into. Tii that expression of opinion, I
think I am.1 borne out when I refresh tian'
Mind byV a. referenIce to H wdwherein

-1101ion iu 'Vaspejal'
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we flid that the mnemrber for Beverley
(Mir. Harper) urged that this questioni
should be referred to a, select committee.
We all know that the member for
Beverley gives his influence and sinc ere
support to the Governmnent; we know
there is no meiitber in tis House whr~o
has the interests of the countrv mnore at
heart titan thabt lion. miembfer; and
I do not think I amn following a bad
lead when I find uukyself askinig the samne
question that the lion. ieliber asked.
What I require now is a distinct and
emphatic answer. Have all sources been
tested? Is this method of pumpingc water
fromt the Darling Rang-e thie last resource ?
Is it impossible to get water by sinkiing or
by conserving it in reservoirs? If we
are told by the peopie on the fields, by
engineers and every body who understanlds.
the subject, thiat there is no other possible
means of getting water to the goldfields
than by pumnping it froml the Darling
Range, then I amn prepared to say, " Adopt
Such a scemne." [Ma. A. FORREST: Rear,
hear .] Before the lion, m~embers cheers,
I wish him to dlistinctly understand that,
in expressing, an opinion upon this point,
I do not counpiit ii-yself to the particular
schiemethat is proposed by the Go-vermuenet,
or the particular methods to which the
Government intend to resort. Let mie for

a omnit, in response to the encouiraging
cheer which the member for WVest
Kimberley (Mr. A. Forrest) gave mne,
implore him when lie is applying his
ability to the discussion of a question like
this, to weigh with greater regard his
utterances. In advocating a particular
scheme or supporting a particular class of
individuals, it is justais well to avoid those
rash and careless statemienlts which lie
must, after mnatuu'e thought, regret lie ever
uttered. I particiilartyv refer to what lie
said a few days ago, and which hie has
repeated this evening. [Mn. A. FORREST:
It was quite true.] What lie says is that
if this schemne of the Government is not
carried through, the country will become
bankrupt. This is too serious at question
for any nian. claimwing the pulic position
and infiluence of the lion, mnember to allow
it to go forth in thc public prints inlt.
111here is such0 a possibility. ieurticuhur 'v inl
view Of the fac;t, Which Must have boen
;apparenut to is mind, thiat in any event
this sceitie cannot have practical4 effect
untiI the expiration, of at least three y eabrs.

I do -ask the lion, mnember to be more
careful in his utterances. Hle is known to
be ai nian of influence, and a man whose
opinions are always listened to. We find
this reference to the question in p-aragraph
8 of the Governor's Speech :

My Ministers regret that, owing to the large
works already in progress fromt loan funds,
which it is im-possible to intcrfere with, soine
little delay muiist occur before this great
schemne can be underta-ken.
The lion. ienber for Yest Kim berley
Said that a whole year had been wasted.
But if a whole year has been wasted, I
can only say the waste has been coin-
inutted by himself, and by his leaders and
friends. Authority was given last session
to proceed with this work, but for some
particular reason or other the work has
not been proceeded with. There mnay or
niay not he very Stringent and urgent
reasons for his delay. If there are, these
reasons have not been furnishied, and I
hope when the Premier addresses the
House onl this mo11tion, hie .%-ill favour us
withi particulars.

TjHE PREEDER: I did. so last night.
A Mrn.Bn: The leader of the Oppo-

sition was not here.
Mn. LEAKiE: Oh, yes, I was, and heard.

the debate. Front the very initiation
of this scheme, die great cry on
behialf of the Premier and his colleagues
was one of urgency. They said, " What-
ever we do, we miust start this scheme,
and start it at once; there must not be
any possible delay."

MR. A. FORRESsT: The plans had to be
prepared.

MR. LEAKE: Because the Govern-
nient have " overrun the constable," and
bezomie somewhat reckess, and extrava-
g'ant inl expenditure in other directions,
they have been forced to abantdon their
pet scheme. Nobody canl deny that there
has been at great conflict of opinion with
regard to the necessity of the scheme now
proposed by the Government. Objec-
tions have been raised, not only onl the
Opposition side of the House, but onl the
Ministerial side, and, what is of still
greater iun po rtance, fromi ti e goldfield s
thmensclx'es. Ti110 Public of Coolgard ie
amidl the Easternl goldfields' generally,
until within a few weeks ago, were by no
m1eans unam111inons inl their views ats to die
necessity for this scheme. [AIR. MORAN:
'Theyv are now.] I wa~s cojliing to thlat.
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Thle stip1)olt given to the schieme was not
irlole-hrearietl. I know in that Viiv I
Shlil lie supported by inemblers Of
this House Who0 no0W favouir the Schieine.
Wlin are those miembers now so strong
in their advocacy? It is because they
tell us that, as practical men, they
have given this matter thought, and
discussed it with mine managers anti
those mnen into, at thle Outs et, were
opposed to it, and they have com1e to tile
conIclusionI that other sources canno' t be
relied on, and that they must look to the
coast for a -water suply . They are of
op~inion that wvater imst hie pumped fromn
the -Darling Range to the fields. I urge
this ais at justification for my conduct and
for mly criticism outside tile House and,
perhaps, on thre hnstings, and I saky that
if I erred I erred iii good company, My
viewvs were supportett by tI ose who
were in a position to understand what
theY were talking about. The chief
objection to the schemne wats that the con-
CILusion to adopt it Was too hastily arrived
at, W 2LT0r told thait We Cannot10 depend
on thle lakes, fir onl the Wells, because thle
water- bearing strata, have been pierced,
showing that the Subterranean Stipply IS
undoubtedly unreliable.

TimE Pimimmu: We told YOU thaLt long

M I?. LEAXIE : You told uts so, biut you
were impelled to that opinion inerck.' by
that prophetic instinct whichl besets yout
on every possible oc.casion, anld Which
su1pplies argu11ients Which yon are only
too ready to force on the attention of the
members of this House. Although it
mna ,vnot be pleasaint for the Premier to
hecar tie say SO. I think it would be better
to apply jractical tests than prophecy.
The only evidence which we have had up
to this Point has been the report of thle
Engineer-in-Chief, and the Premier's
emphiatic assertion that this scheme is
necessary , and must be carried ouit.

THE PREMJIER: We have geological
opinions.

Mit. LEAKE: What on?
TirE PREATIER:; We have geological

Opinions thlat this Water schjemej Will be
of service.

AIR. LEAKE: WVhat geologist?
TH.E PREMIER: Mr. Woodward,
IR. LEA RE: Unfortunately, at that

time, there was the fact Staring the
Premiier and the puiblic inl thle face, that

itater Wits being, obtainedl inl conlsiderable
qutizitifes onl (lie goldfiields, From sub-
tel-TaLneali supplies. Now onie Word aS to
thle measuire. Tecrux- of tile question
seems to be, shall tlue Government carry,
Out this Scheme and commluit thle country
to it for alt timeI, or shall it lbe left to
private eniterprise' That I consider to
be thec real issue, and I declare at once in
favour Of thle encourag,1( emllent Of private
enterprise. I shall. not Satisfy myself
wit]lI bare assertions, buit I shall endeavoinr
to argue tlue question, and, thIough I Illiy
not be able to convince every lion.
nteliber, TI hope, at atny rate, it will be
seen that I ami trying to take Ii Pr-actical
view, and urg-1ing wha~t I honestly conceive
is in the best int~ests Of the Country.
This scheme Will cost ini capital valueo no
less a suim than 2K millions of mnoney.
That is admi-ittedly the lowest price for
wvinchI we can get the water pumped fromn
the Darling Range to the top of Mlount
Burges, and reticni ted through twelve-
inch muaini pipes oveLr distances amotintinig
in the aggregate to 100 miiles. That is
what we shall get for 24 nUlU ions Sterling.
But Onl thle top of it we note that there
mu1Lst lbe ani addi tio nal cost f or reticuIlation.
in the immediate neighbourhiood of
centres of popuilation. [A MEMBER
They will do that]. That is a. very fair
way to mneet myv argumneit; at the Same
time I think lion. members will see that
it Is a very fair- question for me to put.

A MEMBER : Some one has to do it, of
couirse.

MR. TJEAXE : We must renmemiber
that it is not likely that the Govern-
inent, if they get this huge schieme at
work at thle top of Mount B urges, will
allow any other persons to come in in
connection with it. There is that cliffi-
cultv in the position. Will the Govern-
ineidt allow a number of mutnicipalities
with conflictingc interests to enter into
com)petitionl for tile Water and raise
trouble amnong themselves P If the
Govermient are going to carry thle scheme
Up to th at point, it -would be far better for
them to do the whole thing, including
reticudation in thle sill centres, and so
retain thle whole control themselves.
Whether the 0-overunient or private
enterprise undertake the sc~heire, the;'
maitst have tile Control Of it them~selves.
It won't do to divide it and sayv one person
is interested inl the miain pipe, and
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anfotlier personx is interestedl in the
.sub~sidiary Pipes. That is a dantger, at
any rAe. 'Then We come1 to the AjUniRlI
cost. The annual 1tJ-keep -and bore
I rely on the figures, the only
figures before tile House-is esti-
mated at £320,000. 1 ant told by one
lion, friend that the London engineers
say that we maty reckoin onl an annual
expenditure of £C350,000. We are told
by the Government that wve need not fear
this annual expenditure of £350,000,
because while we pay it awaky onl tile one
hand we shiall receive it onl the otter,
since the people onl the goldfields who use
the water' Will pay .3s. 6d. for every
thousand gallons prodiuced. .1. put tis
qtiestion to mnyself : Will they take it?
[A MEMBER: 'They must.] I think fliey
will. I put a further qulestiwn to myself
Will they pay for it?

A MEMBER: Of course they will. You
paty for your water.

MRt. LEAKE: You cannot take the
water away if they won't buy it. The
Watter will be there, and they w ill have it,
butt will they pay for it?

THE PREMIiER :That argument was
made last year.

MR. LEAKE: I don't care if it Was
made last year, or the year before last: I
am going to make it again.

THE PREMIER What do yo'. paty for
your water now? You don't repudiate,
do0 you ?

MR. LEAKE: I am not talking about
repudiation. The questLion is: Will these
people pay? I am putting a proposition
to thefHouse. I am notdoginatic. lam
not assertive in this particular instance.
I want information, and I hope the
lion. member for West Perth, who seems
to think there is a great deal of amuse-
ment in this matter, will apply his lofty
intelligence to this important question,
and come down from his exalted pedestal
aid condescend to discuss this matter
with the members of the Opposition. We
want to arrive at a proper conclusion.
The hon. member was not in his place
when we were told that this was not
a party question. We want to save
the country unnecessary expense. This
scheme carried as proposed, to what
we may call the Coolgardie centre- -I
do not limit it to the towii of Coolgardie,
bitt for thle want of a better title I will
call it Coolgardie-will prove to be only

the thin end of anl enormous wedge. If
I could be sin-cthat for 2 muillions sterling
we coul havl;Le a scheme that would satisf~y
all the wants of these Eastern goldfields
for years to come, then I do not think
thiat I should feel disposed to get uip and
speak against or criticise iU. I do not
wish it to be thought that I ani speaking
agailnst the scheme. I rather wish to he
regarded in the light of ab friendly critic.
This is the thin end of a big wedge, gold
pointed to the extent of 212 millions, and]
every thrust, every drive that is given to
the wedge means aniother amount equal to,
if not pei-haps, greater than), the Sumll
already namned, and when we have finished
our- expenditure of 224 millions sterling,
illy own opinion is that there will I ce
agitaition and demands, irresistib~le
demands, for further supplies to outlying
districts, which ivill involve an expendi-
tuire of four or five times the amount.
We did, indeed, hear last night from thie
Premfier that lie had no appr-ehensions on
that point, that if necessary lie would
spend tenl millions, hut at the same time
lie told 'is shortly after-wards that our-
borrowing capacity was only at thle rate
of two millions per annum, and that is
the difficulty. it is a political difficulty
which we have to face. Here is a work
which will necessitate the expenditure of
24, millions to begin with, and the exten-
sion of these works may involve the expen-
diture of another tenl millions. At the
same time we are told that these works
are of urgent necessity, and must be
commenced at once. Yet, on the
right lion. gentlenian's own showing,
the loans must be extended over very
lengthened periods. [A MEMBER : We
shall have more income.] Yes. It,
is a gi-eat argument that the works
Will pity for themselves, and, if you ac-
cept the right lion. gentlenian's premises,
it is, I admnit, all excellent case to lay
before the House and the country, be-
cause no one would be so obtuse as to
say it would not be to the benefit of the
country to carry out such a work as this
if it were a paying one. If you can
,grant the right lion. gentleman's premises,
there is notlhig left to argue.

THE PREmiER: Row about thle private
companies ?

MR. LEAKE: One point at a time.
Remember this-in all cases of this kind,
in works either of this magnitude, of this
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nature-, or' of this urgecyC, We fi in that
there is one principle upo which the
whole thin,,e is based. What I 'nay call
the internal econoniy of the adiniinistra-
tion of such at schieme aIs this is at financial
one. It is not at question of barter and
Sale-" YOU give me 1,000 gallons, and I
will g ive voi .Ss. 5d. '"-it is not at ques-
tion of contract, of option between the
contracting parties, but it is one of rate
and enforced payment.. Onl the one hand
the party who Supplies is compelled to
Supply ;onl the other hand the party who
takes is compelled to take, and to pa ,y
for it whether hie U1ses it or not. [Mnt.
A. FORREST: Th'ley do it in cities.] O'er-
tainlY, they' do. I ask the lion. illenl>O
to appl;' that VirV test. %V'e know per-
fectly that lboth in Perth and Preniantle,
and in any other toivi wherever you miay
go0 vout have to submit to a6 water rate.
it is equitable, it is fair, and people do
not grunible at it. But there are no
rates Suggested in this scheme, and there
is no guarantee that, unless you have at
rate, you can sell 'your water at 3s. 6d.
per 1,000 gallons. [THE PREMIER :
There Will be at rate.] Is the Prealier
prepared tO tell US that lie Will insist
Upon01 a rate, I miean at local rate, aI
Coolgardie rate, aind not at general rate
throughout the colony ' And will the
members for the goldfields tell us that
they will submit to aI rate ?

A MENBsU : Of course they will. The
municipalities wvill levy it.

MR. LEA KE : It is at far waly to put
it: %Vill time members for the goldfields
silumit to a compulsory Watter rate ?

i'OINVT OF CR1)EI.

THE PREMIER: I rise to a point of
order. I ask your ruling, Mr. Speaker,
if the lion. member for7 Albany is in
order in discussing the whole Co olgardie
Watter scheme, which has beenl approved
of by the House and eimb~odied in an Act
of Parliamient, when the motion before
the House mierely, asks for the appoint-
muent of at select comnmittee to make
further inquiries into the (question. I do
not Lake it that the whole expenditure of
the schme is under discussion. If so, I
submlit that the motion should be in thie
forni of a Bill to repeal the Act,

111. LEASE : The right bon. gen-
tlemian is making aI speech.

THE PREMIER: No. There is no
motion before the House for the Act to
be repealed, yet it seems to mme that the
lion. macmnher is discussing the whole
qiiestiomias to whether we should pass
the Act. I ask the riling of the Speaker
onl the subject.

THE SPEAKER: I do not think thme
lion. member is out of order. I cannot
see very well how lie can discuss the
questioni without dealing with it in the
way he is doing. The motion is that a
select commiittee should he appointed to
inquire into this matter, and of course
Inembexrs mu11st give argumlents to Show
whether there should be aI select. coin-
tmittee app]ointed. The question of rate
is, perhaps, Izther beyond thi scope of
thme motion, and I think the 11o1. Inemnlber
is out of order in discussirn the question
of at rate being levied for the purpose of
this Waler sceilme.

DEBATE.

MR. LEAIKE: I thought my arguments
were beginning to tell. [TumE PREMIrER:
TVhey are not..] We will not say anything
more about rates. WVe have got that
point in, and I trust the point will be
considered hy the select committee when
this matter colles before them. There
are other points, I suggest should be
considered b y the select coimnittee, when
this scheme is considered by them. If
the right lion. gentleman thinks, in the
observations I amn making, that I am out
of order, I hope lie will remind me of it,
for the last timing I should wish to do, in
discussing an important and serious
subject, is to go outside the fair limit of
debate. The point I want particularly to
he considered by the select committee is
a, difficulty that the Government of the
day will have to meet, and that is the
political forces which will be at work.
These political forces will demand a
decrease in thme price of water.

MA. MORAN : floes that not htold good
in regard to railways and everything else ?

MR. LEAKE: Yes, it does, and I
thank the lion. mmember for the inter-
jection. The whole basis Of this scheme
is that tie 3s.U6d. sh])!III be charged for 1,000
gallons of water. When the railway to
Coolgardie was first advocated in thi
House, it was urged that high rates
would be paid Without a imurmur on the
goldfields railway, but no sooner was the
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line constructed to Coolgardie, titan
political pressulre Wvas brouighit to hear,
aid the Comtmissioner of Ril watys at thle
tie wats conipelledl to reduce the rates.

AIR. MORAN : That is not at fair argu-
nient,

Mn. TJEAKE: It is not right to say
the argument is not a fair one. I do not
say it cannot be refutled. It mayq not be
exactly a parallel case, but it is analagois.
There was a reduction of the railway rates
as soon as that railway was ain accori-
plished fact, and I predict that the same
thing is likely to occur when this water
scheme is an accomplished fact. I want
the select committee to take evidence on
this point, and to guard against these
dangers. I do not care how oftenlIrepeat
it,bit thiesucce.sof thie sceedepends on
the Government getting 3s. 6d. for every
1,000 gallons of water that go up there.
If the eight or ten goldflelds members
combine and say, "We insist onl a reduc-
tion of the rates from 3s. 6Sd. to Is. 6d. oi-
is. per thousand gallons," I saly that no
Ministry in this country will be able to
resist the pressure. I submyit it is at fair
argument, and I trust lion. gentlemnen
will think it is an honest argumnent. If
the people get the water for oue shilling,
then they will sopnl say, "Give it to us for
nothing," and then the country will he
saddled wvith this annual expenditure of
X£320,000. I want the select committee
to understand that, if the country borrows
ten millions of money for water purposes,
it diverts the borrowed capital into one
channel, and what must be the result ?
That other public works must be sus-
pended, or abandoned, or neglected for
the purpose of this scheme, and this
scheme alone. Such abandonment would
affect not only the mIemlbers for the chief
towns, but it would affect the goldfields
themselves, because they could not have
an extension of telegraphs or of their
railway system, and they could not have
progrress with their public buildings. Are
we to run the risk of everything being
sacrificed for this one form of public
work ? I want lion. members to under-
stiand that I amn not urging this as ain
argument against the scheme ats at scheme.
but againust thle scheme being carried omit
by the Government. 'If the work is
carried out either by a private company,
or is unader the control of some board
which is outside all political influence,

then these objections whlmichi I have urge,]
will niot olauili.

Tun Pnniiu Cannot that bie done ?
MR. TEAKE: Bly private enterprise it

can be done.
THE PREMIER: How will it pay them

if it will not pay ts ?
MR. LEAKE: That is their trouble.

We want the water scheme, and it is far
more likely to paty in the hands of a,
private company than it is in the hands

oftme Government. I ask the select
committee to consider whether the his-
tory of Australia has not shown the
danigers which beset G-overnmnents which
have advocated one particular form of
work. Take the irrigation boards and
the agricultural railways of the other
colonies: they were all Little chickenis
which were hatched, and they have now
come hiomec to roost. We do not want the
same thing to ha])pen here. All other
works of public utility and necessity w'ill
have to be put on one side. If this
sclmenie were in the hands of private enter-
prise, we must take it for granted that
all proper inquiry would be made, and if
our figures are correct, then it will paty,
and the public on the goldfields, having
no chance to bring pressure to bear on at
private company, would pay iand pay
readily their 3s. 64. per thousand gallons,
which they are now ready and have
promised to paty. That is the position I
want to see affirmed. The Government
cannot, owving to the difficulties which
beset them, insist on the payment. I do
not think any hion. member in the House
will declare to thme contrary. If hie does,
it will not bie based on honest conviction.
In illustration of that last argument of
mine, I Would remind lion. miembmers of
the conditions of to-day with regard to
this very schenie itself. What is the
reatson that the scheme has not been
carried forwvard with that speed which
we have always been told was so
nmportant. It is because of the momenl-
tary strain on the finances of the coun-
try. It is because if this work were
started, no other public works -and par-
ticulhtrly let uts instance the railway
extensions amid the harbou- extensions-
these works would have to be suspended.
I say that is the position, and that is the
reason. It is owving to the finiancial
difficulty-well, I will not say (lifficulty,
but the financial strain put on the
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Treasurer for the moment, that this work
cainnot be done; and if in a moment of
prosperity the strain is great, can we say
there will not be a recurrence of a similar
strain in the future. These are points
worthy of consideration, and show the
advisability of considering this scheme or
considering the necessity of placing the
construction of this scheme in thre hands
of private enterprise. We have it on the
antliontk of a, member who has gained
the respect of this House, that such a
thing would be done. The lion. member
for Coolgardie told us yesterday, I think,,
that couiinunications hiad been made to
binm to the effect that this water scheme
could hie carried out by private enter-
prise.

Trip PREMIER: No; to do the work
for the money, the Governmnit paying
for it.

MR. riEAKE : I do not want to mnis-
quote the lion. member, but I hope lie
will refer to it when hie rises to speak.

THE PREMIER: I thought You were
referring to somethig I had said.

MR. LEAKE : I want to predict that
this matter, on the basis placed before
this House, would be taken up by some
private company, and if it would not on
these merits which the right lion, gentle-
nlan is never tired of declaring to the
House, I would go a Little further and be
prepared to give a guarantee to a limited
extent, a guarantee or a bonus, I do
not care which -it is the same principle
that applies. Say they guarantee a small
percentage, not necessai-ily the full per-
centage, on the cost. If the Government
are so convinced of the value of their
scheme, and the necessity of it, they
should be prepared to cne forward and
pledge the colony's credit to a reasonable
extent. I do not believe anybody would
object to that. What I urge befoi-e lion.
members is this, that we shall not pledge
our credit beyond redemption, or to such
an extent th~at we may hanmpe- ou-selves
in the due administration of our affairs.
Whilst considering such an important
work as this, we should not hamper other
works of public utility and equal impor-
tancee. We should do everything; we can,
so that the policy of the country and of
Parliament should continue unhampered
and unfettered, and so that, above all
things, we should not land ourselves in
such a position as to find that we cannot

either g o on with such a scheme as this,
or cannot work in the best interests of
the country in the direction of a firn
policy; because I see ahead of us, in
years to comne, if we indulge in overbor-
rowing and in umnecessa-y expenditure,
gr-eat and endless difficulties. And] what
I submit is, that we cannot, with this vast
teri-itory, answer every demand, or even
every necessary demiand, which is and
will be-nay, must he-made upon the
public purse. Let us then, while we are
doing the best with our public revenue,
seek to attract outside capital. Let otters
lend a hand iii the emplo *yment of Labour,
let others assist in the introduction of
capital, and let others, if necessary.
share in - the general prosperity and the
proceeds which may result from all these
good things. The less risk we run, the
better for thme country, and the less chance
there wvill lie of our being branded with
the stigmia of adopting what will ulti-
niately prove to be a policy of reckless-
ness and extravagance. I submit these
observations to the House in no captious
spirit, but with an honest intent to see
this great object attained, name1;-, the
supplying of the goldfields with good
water. That is the thing we are str-ain-
ing after. It is not a question of policy.
It is not a question of turning the
Government out. It is a question of
national interests, and of what wec should
do to advance the national interests with
the least possible risk,and with at minimumi
of expense.

111. VOSPER: I wish, in rising to
speak to this nmotion, to make some brief
allusion to the remarks made by the hion.
member for West Kimber-ley (Afr. A.
Forrest) when lie spoke in the debate. I
think it would have been better had hie
beenr a Little more careful in some of his
remarks, more especially in referring to
what he considers to be the change of
attitude on the part of certain members
occupying seats on this side of the H ouse.
I do not think that, when an opinion is
honestly changed, especially in the case
of new members, it should he made a
subject of reproach. It has been said
that those who never change their opinions
never discover their mistakes; and, if a
man finds he has made a mistake, and is
willing to confess it, and is anxious to
remedy it as far as lies in his power, I
think that change of view and of attitude
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on his part should be welcomed, wore
especially by those who have been the
apostles of the doctrines to which that
man has become a convert. At the same
time I can hardly claim the credit of
being a recent convert to the merits of
this scheme, or rather to the idea of the
necessity of giving water to the Coolgardie
goldfields in some way or another. When
I was on the hustings, immediately
prior to my return to this House, I
told the electors very frankly that I
would do nothing to hinder the carrying
out of this scheme; and therefore, when I
say the same thing i-n this House, I am
only fulfilling the pledge I made to m
electors. It is no change of front on my
part: it is something which has been
maturing for a long time through force of
circumstances. 1 wish also to correct the
hon. member for West JKimberley in one
or two of his statements with reference
to myself. He first assertLed I had been
in favour of artesian boring on the
Ooolgardie goldfields. Had the right
hion. gentleman at the head of the
Government paid as munch attention to
my articles on the subject of water
generally as the member for West
Kinberley did, and had nay opinions
had any weight with him, I venture
to say that 1 do not think the tak of
bor-ing for artesian water on the gold-
fields would ever have been undertaken
by the Government. I believe, as
I said long ago. that by boring or by
putting down artesian bores onl the
Coolgardic goldfields, you would be more
likely to get blue fire and brimstone than
water. Now, before going on with the
question at issue, I think I should be in
order, and it may not be altogether
unacceptable to the House, if I explain to
hon. members the reason why there was
so much opposition on the Coolgardie
goldfields to this scheme, and why I
especially took a prominent part in that
opposition. At the time the matter
was being debated in this House, I
was making a tour through the gold-
fields; and it was impossible at that
particular time to ascend to any elevated
position through the length and breadth
of the Coolgardie goldfields without
seeing around you large sheets of water.
If you went to the top of Mount Burges,
you could see to the east, and to the north,
and all around, large lakes, and these

lakes were for the most part filled with
water; and, when you wvent down to the
sides of the lakes to investigate the con-
tents, you frequently found that the water
was fresh, and in almost every case quite
fit for the use of camels and cattle.
Moreover, when I was at Black Flag
during that time, I went to see an im-
portant maine. Being on horseback I had
to ford my horse across two inlets of
water to get to the mine, as it was sur-
rounded by fresh water in all directions.
I gave my horse a drink of it, and I drank
the water myself, and found it very palat-
able. I also found alongside one of the
principal shafts of the mine a large boat
with -a mast and sail, and was informed
that this boat was, used for the purpose of
carrying timber to be used iu the mine
from a forest some five miles distant.
When you see water adl over the country
like that, and when you know, as was the
case at that time, that the deeper the
mine went down the larger wats the
quantity of water, what could be more
natural than for me to offer ui~y opposition
to a scheme which had so little to recon-
mend it as the Coolgardie water scheme
had at that timec? I was twitted last night
with having a very sin all interest in the
colony. [Mna. A. Foazius'r: I did not
say sao.] No; but whatever interest I
have had has been on the goldIields; and
therefore, when I bad, as the editor of a
newspaper there, to oppose a scheme which
was so evidently for may benefit, as wvell as
for the benefit of time rest of the population
there, and took an unpopular course in
order to act in what I considered the
interests of the colony, that shows, after
all, that even those with a small stake in
the colony may sometimes be as patriotic
as those who have a large one. At all
events, I acted then according to what was
my clear conviction, and I am prepared to
act in the same manner now, on the
floor of this House, as I did at that time.
Since that time, a very considerable
change has come over the goldfields, and
especially the Coolgardie goldfields. Not
only has there been an increase in the
number of members representing the
goldfields and the public generally, but
a change of attitude has been forced upon
us by the physical changes which have
taken place on the fields themselves. At
that time, you could go almost anywhere
on the fields, and you stood a far greater
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chance of being drowned than of dying of
thirst. At the present time, a man who
wanted to commit suicide on the Cool-
gas-die goldfields would have to choose
some less expensive method than drown-
ing. The lakes which then gave large
supplies of fresh water are now, almost
without exception, dry. They can still
hold water, and they are still useful for
water-bearinglpurposes; but we are faced
with this great problem, that we know the
water-bearing strata have been pierced in
most of our mines; that the mines, as
they go dIown, are becoming drier instead
of wetter; that the rocks have shown
clearly enough that, in their natural
state, they are not fit receptacles for
the hoarding lip of water; and the
fields generally, during the last twelve
months, have presented a gigantic object-
lesson which no sensible man can
afford to ignore. Our position is that
water must be had from somewhere; and,
speaking as a goldfields representative, I
say' the people on the goldfields are not
so much enamoured of this particular
scheme of the head of the Government as
may be supposed; but they f ully acknow-
ledge that they must have water at almtost
any price and any hazard, and they are
prepared to accept any number of schemes
which may he suggested for the solution
of this difficult problem. I would like to
say, in reference to some remarks of my
friend, the member for Central Murchison
(Ar. lllingworth), in which he made a
comparison of the gold yields of the Mur-
chison with those of Ooolgardie, that,
after all is said and done, perhaps this
question of water has had a very
considerable influence upon the gold yields
of these two places. It is a well-known
fact that the town of Coolgardie is,
without exception, the driest part of
the Coolgardie goldfields. At Kalgoorlie
they have the benefit of a lake, and a
fairly good subterraneous; supply-very
much larger than is to be obtained at
Coolgardie. At Kanownat and Black Flag,
and several other places in my own dis-
trict, the water supply is even larger than
it is at Kalgoorlie. Coolgardie has
always suffered from the lack of water;
and that drawback has prevented the
erection of such large quantities of
machinery as have been erected in other

Sarts of the fields with comparatively
.ttle difficulty. The Murchison, for

example, has been able to get a good
supply of water, aud a very' large quan-
tity of machinery has been erected there
as a consequence, nearly double the quan-
tity which has been put up at Coolgardie.

ISo that it is not surprising, considering
the lack of machinery, that such a large
goldfield should have yielderl, comupara-
tively speaking, so little gold as it has
done, when we see that Coolgardie is, at
the present time, drier than it has ever
been known before, so far ais regards the
water required for the working of the
mines. It is not so dry, certainly, from
a domestic point of view, as it has been
in the past; because we know a little
more about the country, and there are
many more condensers. But, taking into
consideration the work done, and the con-
densers erected, and the general progress
of civilisation, it is fair to say that Cool-
gardie now is drier than ever it was; yet,
in spite of that fact, we have Kalgoorlie
in even a worse condition. I have it on
the authority of the local press that, at
the present moment, water is being
brought up by train from Coolgardie to
Kalgoorlie, andl that is a very bad state
of affairs indeed.

MR. MORAN: That is not trite, except
for railway purposes.

MR. VOSPER: Well, I take the report
from the local papers; and if it be true,
it is a very serious state of affairs indeed.
When I look at such places as Kanowna,
and Black Flag -long recognised as the
very wettest places on the fields, and which
are now in a very dry state, so that the
inhabitants are beginning to suffer for
want of water-these instances are enough
to cause any reflecting man to think a

Igreat deal. We all know, also, that dur-
ing the month of September we had a
very large output of gold. The various
returns were more or less disputed;
but the crushing returns, I think it
'will be agreed, were larger than they
have ever been during any previous
month. Now, during the first three weeks
of the present month, as far as I have
been able to discover, the output has
been only some 43,OO0oz. It does not
approach the September yield in any
degree; and I may say this falling off is
largely due to the want of water on the
goldfields. Had a sufficient water supply
been available, I feel sure the October
output would have been greater than that
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for September, and that the output for
the next month of November would be
greater still, also that, mouth after month,
the yield would continue to increase;
whereas now, from mn'y knowledge of the
gold output of the colonly-and there is
110 mian in this House who tatkes more
interest ill our goldfields statistics than I
do -the prospects are that during the
present suniliuer the gold output will be
affected considerably by the want of water
at niany mines. It will be seen, there-
fore, that the increase which occurred
during the last sunimer is not likely to be
maintained. Everyone knows that the
prosperity of the colony and the con-
fidence of people interested in our mines
depend, in their turn, upon the amount of
gold we can crush and export. Therefore,
anything which has a tendency to
diiniish the gold returns is calculated to
work serious evil to the colony; and the
want of water is, at the present time,
bringing about a diminution of the gold
returns. A mail would be absolutely
foolish if he did not give some consider-
ation to tifis fact. I hlave listened with
attention to the speech of the Corn-
miissioner of Railways. I have had the
pleasure, when in his office on different
occasions, of seeing the map, on which I
presume the map shortly to be presented
to this House will be based, and I was
impressed by the large amount of work
dlone by the Government in connection
with water conservation on the gold-
fields. But the work of the water
supply department seems to have been
directed more towards maintaining exist-
ing centres of population and beeping
up existing roads, than to the con-
servation of all the water which the
country is capable of producing. Take,
for instance, the great northern road from
Coolgardie to Menzies. Onl that road, at
Ninety-mile, and also at Forty-two mile,
there are two dams which have not been
a conspicuous success. At bo0th places
there have been such serious floods as to
occasionally stop the traffic. Some little
time ago the coach from Coolgardie was
actually washed off the road and the pas-
sengers had a narrow escape from drown-
inmg. These facts would seeni to indicate
that the danms are built in the wrong
places. It would be very much easier
and bletter to shift the centres of popula-
tion and to change the roads, than to build

dams in places where the water cannot be
properly caught. We have aii example
of that on the road from Rsperance to
Norseman, and as to the facts I am about
to state the bell. membher for Dundas will
bear me out. Onl that road a number of
condensers were erected and wells sunk,
but the teamsters and others engaged in
the carriage of goods soon discovered that
the true water sources were some dis-
tance to the west; thereupon the teams-
sters and others deserted the Govern-
ment condensers and went to where the
water was.

THE PREMIiER: The water there was
cheaper-.

MR. VOSPER: Precisely ; and now
that a large sum of mioney has been spent
uselessly by the departmaent in conden-
sers onl this road, we have the spec-
tacle of the traffic being diverted
some distance away. If something
had been done in the first place to
thoroughly explore the country around,
the r-oad could have been constructed
where the water was. That would have
saved a, large expense and would have
been much better for the convenience of
the public. This is a matter worthy of
the attention of the Director of Public
Works. There will always be a con-
siderable difference of opinion in regard
to the rainfall on the goldfields, and I
attribute this mainly to the fact that
we have not had the rainfall recorded in
zones. Everyone who knows anything
about the goldfields knows that it is pos-
sible to distinguish between country
usually arid and country which possesses
a fair rainfall. This can easily be ob-
served by noting the condition of the
vegetation. There is not yet sufficient
trouble taken by the Government to
thoroughly survey the fields in relation
to water-bearing resources, If that were
done, it would be possible to find, not
only good sites for dams, but also the
areas of country in which the rainfall is
larger than is the case where the post
offices are located.

MR. MORNr: Those places might be
away from the centres of population.

MR. VOSPER: That is true; but once
establish a spot where water can be ob-
tained. cheaply and easily, and depend
upon it the people will to a great extent
naturally gravitate to that direction. As
I have said, it is easier to shift small
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populations than to shift watersheds. I
have atready urged on the Government
the necessity of ascertinin~g something
about the condition of the lakes. I do not
altogether agree with the memiber for
East Coolgardie when lie utterly and un-
reservedly condemns the late formations
of the colony. On theo contr-ary, these
lakes are great natural damns, and any-
one who has once seen them full of
water must incline to that opinion. One
of the Objections to the ink-es is that,
for the most part,, you come to the
bed-rock at a very short distance below
the surface level. That may be- cor-
redt in many cases; but geologists
notice that the lakes which are shallow
are always those in which the strata are
almost vertical. That is speciall y the
vase in the imm~jediate vicinity of 'Kal-
goorlie, Coolgardie, and Lake Lef roy. But
there are other laaKes in which the str-ata.
are not vertical, but conform to the sur-
face level. Where that is the case.
it is found that you can go down -30
feet or 40 feet without striking bottomn,
and that when you do strike the bottom
it often consists of cemnent or some other
conglomerate, which is most probably a.
false and not a true bottom. That shows
there are some of the lakes which might
be turned to account for making deep
dis into which the water could be
drained. [MR. MORAN : They are
all sail] That is admitted; but it will
also be admitted that very often, within
six months after rain has fallen, the water
remains fresh, or is only very slightly
salt. It is only by digging below the
Ibottoni of the lake that you strike the
salt.

A MEMBER: But there is evaporation
to contend with.

MR, VOSPER: No doubt there is
evaporation, and by that means the water
gets salter and salter. But yon can find
lakes now where there has been no rainfall
for eighteen months and where the water
is still fresh. I myself saw one near
Kanowna during my recent visit. I

saw wo quae mlesof ater which wats
peifeeto ly fre, althouaghI do not suppose
there is a qjuarter of that water there now.

MR. MORAN: That is; all salt water
there now.

MR. VOSPER: That may be;, but
still there remains the fact that eighteen
inonths after rainfall the water was Coin-

paratively fresh. I do not ask the Govern-
ment to go to any great expense in this
matter, but they ought to investigate
the water resources of the colony. The
hon. member for Albany (Mr. Leake) has
said a great deal about. private enterprise.
I think the lakes present a very fair field
for private enterprise. If the Govern-
ment do not choose to undertake the
work, they might offer facilities to othersi
to do it for them, and I say that private
enterprise might 1)e turned to very good
account in this way. Tihere is sometimes
room enough in a big lake for half-a-
dozen omipanies to operate. There are
two companies operating at Builong, one
at Mtenzies. and also one at the Kalgoorlie
late.

THE PREMIER: We never objected to
them.

Mai. VOSPER: I was informed to-day,
by a, gentleman who occupies a position
in another place, that he had mnade, appli-
cation for a concession on a lake, and that
it had been ref used.

THE PnumwnR: I know we have given
concessions, with which nothing has been
done.

31R. VOSPER: The grievance at the
Norsenman and elsewhere is that a suffi-
cient area is not given as a water right
to a company, and that it does not pay
the companies to go to any great expense.
If that bie true, it might very well be
remedied. It is possible to give a, large
area to a company and yet leave room for
other companies to operate, and, where
more than one comipany can operate, the
benefits of competition ameliorate any
evil conditions which may ar-ise out of
the private enterprise. For my own
part, I would be most strongly op-
posed to the Government handing over
such a gigantic work as the Ooolg-ardie
water schemne to a private company. Of
all things else, that is a great evil to
1)e avoided. It is absolutely necessary
that if such a work is to be carried out a
all it should bie retained in the hands of
the people of the country. I cannot
conmceive a Mfore Oppress ive monopoly thian
that which would be set on foot, n-crc s uch
a work handed over to a private syndi-
cate. That sort of thing, has been tried
repeatedly in various parts of time world,
and it has invariably been found that
regulations framed to keep big companies
in order are useless. The result fm--
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quently is that, by corrupt and other
means, the companies have atlast governed
the Government, instead of the Govern-
nient governing the companies. That is a
bid state of things for any country. It
is perfectly true that in the event of this
scheme being carried out by the Govern-
muent, there is a danger of hon. members
making use of their seats and position in
Parliament for the purpose of reducing
the rates charged for water. Bat on the
other hand, if the work were in the hands
of a private company, what would we
get? We might get as, low a rate as was
compatible with fair profit, but the
company could easily, by various manipu-
lations, and by inconveniencing the public,
bring such pressure to bear on the Parlia-
ment, that the Government, in order to
relieve themselves of the continual strain,
might consent to the rates being raised.
Once have a monopoly of the kind estab-
lished, and the possessors of that monopoly
are in a position to charge what rates they
please. It is no use for hon. muember-s to
talk here about the various failures which
have attended public enterprise in various

parts of Australia. We have, no doubt,
had log-rolling railways in the Eastern
colonies, and very bad things done under
political influence; but the worst job
ever perpetrated in any Australian colony,
or carried out by an Australian Govern-
ment, would be no parallel to the misery
and oppression which have arisen out of
the development of some private enter-
prises in America, for instance. No
doubt we have railways where there should
be no railways, and water schemes where
there should be no water schemes, but
we have not such a concern as, say, the
Standard Oil Trust. This country has
never yet produced a Jay Gould, or any of
those infamous crimes committed in the
name of commerce which are the disgrace
of America, and have reduced that country
from a free republic to an oligarchy
which is in danger of being upset by one
of the most bloodthirsty revolutions the
world has ever seen. It will only require
a little consideration on the part of hon.
members to see that any suggestion to
hand over to private enterprise a great
public work of this character is un-
patriotic. I, for my part, would never
give support to anything of the sort. I
believe that of all the damnable inventions
ever devised for the upsetting of free in-

stitutions and the destruction of free states,
this so-called private enterprise in regard
to national works is one of the very worst.
I may possibly be accused of inconsistency
when I say that private enterprise should
be allowed to undertake work on the lakes,
and yet should not be allowed to control
the haulage of water from the coast to
the goldfields. To remove misapprehension
on that point I will say that in the lakes
competition is possible, and, more than
that, probable. At elong, for example,
we already have two companies on the
one lake, doing the same kind of work.
The competition is of such a character as
to prevent either of the companies doing
very much damage to the people.

MR. MORAN: Let us have two pipes
from the coast.

AIR. VOSPER: I think that if you got
one big company established for the
purpose of pumping the water from the
coast, it would put an end to any further
enterprise in that direction.

THE PREMIER: A company would
require a very big monopoly before they
would undertake the work.

Mut. VOSPER: Even if there were
such monopoly and a man wished to
invest his money in such ant enterprise
as pumping water from the coast to the
goldields, he would find it better to make
a "corner "in shares of the going concern
than to start a second scheme in opposition.
That sort of thing has been tried before,
and has been carried out successfully. I
have already pointed out the distinction
between private enterprise and Govern-
ment work. To summarise my position
on this matter, I will briefly say, as a
representative of the goldfields, I find
myself totally unable to offer any opposi-
tion to the Government scheme; conse-
quently my voice will not be heard again
in this House in opposition to it. While
I ay) that I recognise to the fullest ex-
tent all the reasons that have been urged
against it: I recognise the dangers to
which the hon. the leader of the Opposition
has alluded. These will have to be care-
fully guarded against, and whatever
Government is in power when the scheme
is comipleted-I do not think there is
much doubt what Government will be
in power-it will he their duty to sur-
round the work with as many safeguards
as they can devise to make it an economic
success. There are two dangers to guard
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against-the danger of the scheme being
an economic failure, and the still greater
danger that oar mines may not be suc-
cessful. T[be output of gold is very
large, but our dividend list is very small,
and, until we can increase that list, our
gold output is not of very mnuch use to
us. The tendency of the Government
scheme will be to very largely increase
the dividend list. Let its choose the lesser
of two evil%, and that is the construction
of the work as proposed by the Govern-
ment. I need not detain the House any
longer. I regret that I ain not able to
see eye to eye withi the hon. member for
Central Murchison (Mr. Tllingworth). I
recognise that the people in his district
want wrater also, and that the hardships
they are undergoing will probably lead
them to view the Coolgardic, water scheme
in at more favourable light, and I may
say that, whenever any, scheme is brought
forward to treat the Murchison people as
well as the Government propose to treat
the Coolgardie people, it will have as
hearty a support from me as I am now
giving to the Government scheme.

M R. KENNY (North Murchison)
When I first beard of the Coolgardie
water scheme, I considered it one of the
wildest that it was possible for a
Government to conceive. It is true
that it had the approval of a Govern-
inent geologist from the other side;
bitt, for my own part. I quite hold
with the general view of the digger, that
few people can see what is beyond the
pick. My idea was that the Government
should exhaust every other means of pro-
curing water, before they committed the
colony to such a heavy expenditure as
they proposed. But what have we before
us to-night?0 We have proved here that
the Government have about completed a
bore more than half a mile into the
bowels of the earth, without having
touched the desired fluid. We also find
that large sums of money have been
expended in conserving water, and tanks
have been constructed costing thousands
of pounds, and in fact every possible
means have been undertaken in order to
secure a fair supply of water to the Cool-
gardie fields; but we have also in
evidence before us that all these schemes
have not been as successful as we would
like; and, worse than all, it is now in
evidence before us that the various maines

find that they have got through the
water strata and that the supplies they
were looking to recently, with which to
carry on their work, are nearly exhausted.
I say that this is a ver 'y serious state of
things, and one which requires serious
consideration at our hands. In short, it
has resolved itself to this: it is proved
beyond doubt that there is no alternative
now but for the country to accept the
scheme brought forward by the Govern.
mient. Of course somethiing is to be said
in regard to private enterprise. What
has been our experi.ence in regard to
private enterprise ? I think we must all
admit it has not been a very happy one.
We have one or two ver y unpleasant
remembrances of private enterprise in
Western Australia. When in Victoria
the other da y, I met some contractors
representing Chaffey Bros.' Irrigation
Works, who were having an inter-
view with the Minister there, and
endeavouring to procure assistance fromn
the Government towards a work which,
according to the papers a few years ago,
was going to be the salvation of that part
of Victoria. We cannot help allowing
this sort of thing to weigh with us in our
estimate of the value of private enterprise.
Western A ustralia, I think, produces some
pretty plain speakers possessed of strong
socialistic tendencies, and I must honestly
confess to a certain amiount of suspicion
of private enterprise undertaking a work
that the Government can carry out.
I think it would be quite possible for the
Government to devise means of carrying
the scheme through that would free us
entirely from the dangers that have been
alluded to biy the hon. member for Albany.
I think that the Government should hand
the scheme over to an independent board.
We should then have very little to fear
from anything in the way of political
influence affecting the proper carrying out
of the scheme. I may state that the con-
clusions I have expressed to-night have
not been come to hurriedly. I have
thought over them. I have read every
line by the Engineer-in -Chief dealing with
this matter. I have gathered information
from every quarter. I have conversed
with every memnber of the eastern goldfields,
and I feel that myv duty to-night is very
clear, and that is to do what I can to
support a scheme that will afford relief
to the eastern goldfields. I am quite sure
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of one thing, and that is that I am only
doing my duLty, and that I will be support-
ed by every wielder of the pick and shovel
on the North Murchison when I vote to
accord relief to our fellow workers on the
eastern goldfields.

11R. MORGAN S (Coolgardicj: I desire
to record the satisfaUcon I have felt upon
hearing the exptlanationi of my friend the
miember for Central Murchison (Mr.
Illingworth), in reference to the position
lie formnerly took uip iii regard to the
water scheme, and also withi reference to
the railways to the golcifields. lain bounid
to confess that the impression I have had
for a long time in reference to that lion.
member's position wvith regard to the water
schemewas somewhat different. However,
he has been goodl enoulgh to tell us to-day
that hie is quite in accord with this scheme,
or rather that he is quite in accord with
tile principle that the ipeople of the
goldields should. be supplied with water
which they so much need.- That being
the case, I cannot. say we have much to
quarrel with, and I cannot say there is
much difference between ourselves and the
member for Central Murchison. The
lion. niember pointed out that time is of
great importance in this matter;- but, if
the hion. memb~er's suggestions were
carried into effect, the appointment of a
Ro~yal Commission. such as he desires
would mnean that there would be little
chance of conuaiencing any water schiene
for another six or eight or perhaps ten
years. My experience of commissions its
a rule has been that the appointment of
one commission involves the Appointment
of another, and I can sgee a period of
interminable difficulty and argument if
the suggestion of my lion, friend is
carried out. The lion, member for Cen-
tral Murchison read to us some state--
ments from a letter by Mr. Reed with
regard to this question. I may say that
I know personally the whole district
referred to by Mr. Reed in that letter,
and I absolutely disagree with what lie
says. With regard to the particular
point near Ooolgardie that lie speaks of
as being suitable for the construction of a
dam, I have examined it very carefully, and
I do not for a moment deny that a dam
can be made at that particular point; lint
I am perfectly certain that you could not
make a darn to hold water without spend-
ing a. lot of money to make it water-tighit.

THE: PEmI: Five thousand pounlds,
hie says.

AIR. MORGANS : I know hie said that,
Ibitt it could not be made for £25,000 to
Ihold the amount of water he sail1, nor for
£40,000. There is another point in con-
nection with this inatter that has been
overlooked to some extent by all of uts,
and that is the relative cost of conserving
Watter on thle goldfields its conmpared with
thieschieme of theGovernment. The con-
struction of damis suitable for holding- ai
large quantity of water, and capable of
retaining it wheni once the water is in,
mneanis an extensive system of puddling
Or cemienting, not only the bottoms butthie
sides of the tanks also. I have been down
hundreds of shafts upon the Coolgardie,
Hannan's, and other goldields, and I
have not seen yet, in one single instance,
any spot on those goldfields where a, darn
could be constructed which weuld hold
Watter without Puddling or cementing. It
is a curious fact With regeard to the for-
nuations on the gpoldfields that they all
appear to be secondary formuations, and it
is rare, indeed, to see a clay forma-

ition. suitable for the retention of water.
Therefore 1 contend tint the construction
of damns, in view of the fac-t that an enor-
mous expenditure would be involved in
their construction, oi such lines that they
would retain water, would, in the aggre-
gate, be more than double for thme same
amount of water, and probably treble that
proposed to be spent by the Government
in bringing the water from the coast. 1
amn not making this as a Wild statement,
because I have had -irrespective of my
own observations, which I consider of
some value-the opinion of the best

-hydrauilic engineers on this question. It
is not necessary to go into details, but I
may say that one gentlemen who has
occupied a high position-I believe a
position of confidenice-in this country,
a hydraulic engineer, Mr. JoIbsoU was
inlterested with a well-knlown gentleman,
Mr. Samuel Wilson, in propounding a
scheme for supplying the goldfields -with
water. The Premier knows all about
this scheme, and he has looked into the
details and has come to the conclusion, as
I did, that it is not practicable. Whiat
are the facts of thie scheme proposed by
Mir. Jobson? Mr. Jobson proposed a
scheme for supplying one million gallons
of water per day to Menzies, Coolgardie,
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and Kalgoorlie. He conifined the details
of his scheme to 'these three places. It
so happened that tile papers iii connec-
tion with this mnatter were brought under
miy notice, and at the same time a. Mr.
Faithful BegIg wvas in this colouy. Like
all sensible muen onl visiting the gold-
fields, Mr. Begg saw the necessity of somie
supply of water for thle fields, and lie was
struck by, thle scheme of Mr. Wilson. The
result was that a committee was formned ini
Coolgardie, of which Mir. Faithiful Begg
wats a member, and the details of the
schiiie were. laid before thle conuntittee.,
I had the hionour of being- Chairman of
that comumittee, and took, a great deal of
interest in it, because I felt thle question
-was one of vital impoirtanee to tl)e gold-
fields, and I thought that if nothing
better resulted, we should get some
valuable information in reference to it.
Wec had two meetings. On the first
occasion I pointed out that thle supply of
one million g-aons per day was too small
a quantity, and it was not good enough
to attempt a schemle for the supply of
such a small quantity. In Consequence
of this, Mr. Jobson was inivited hr the
committee to re-miodel his estimiates and
give a further report, anti state what
would he the cost of supplying Coolgarclie,
Kalgoorlie, and Menzies with three
millions iofl gallons of water per day--
being anu enlargemient of his original
scheme. Mr. Jobson was good enough
to c;arry out thle work, and hie presented
to the commlittee in Coolgardie the result
of his investigations, and it resuilted in
this, that Mr. Jobson informied uts that it
was possible to supply, hie believed from
the northern goldfields, three millions of
gallons of water per day. In the first
place he was prepared to construct a dam
to hold two thousand million gallons of
water. This is not a, small dam by ainy
mneans, and in addition to that, knowing
the uwcertaintv of the water supply on
the goldields, and doubting the regularity
of thle rainfall, he went further andl
decided to sink wells on this very spot, as
hie believed a certain amount of under-
ground water could. be found also. The
result of all this was, that 11r. Jobson
stated that the conservation of three
millions of gallons of water per day,
including the price of the pumnmg
machinery and the distribution of that
water to Coolgardie. Menzies, and Ral-

goorlie, would amiount. to a sum of three
ii~on pounds sterlilnt' I took these

figures as the figures of a man wvho
thorough ly uniderstands hiis business, and
whenlIcotmpare the figu res as stated by M r.
Jobsoii with my own observations,. and mny
ownl calculations, I amt prepared to state
that I canuot bielieve, and I amn certain that

Ino scheine for the conservation of water
for the goldfields, for the supply of three
iliom gallons of water per day, can

be undertakcn for less than three
miillions sterlinig. Tile question of con-
serving water onl the goldlfields is not the

Icheapest and most economical way of
proidiig hefields with water. Mr.

Jobsolls Scheme could have beenl carried
Out, but if it had been, I do nlot thinkr the
quality of the water would have been
good; still, if it were, it would have been
anl expensive scheme, and it would have
amounted to this, that for each million
gallons per day thle cost would be
£1,000,000. The scemeie proposed by
the Government, if their figutres are
reliable, and I see no reason why they
should not be, will enable us to secure to
the goldfields at suipply of water for
exactly one half thle cost of anly schleme
for the conservation of water on the gold-
fields. This isa strong point, and ishould

* be taken into consideration. With regard
Ito the select conuittee, T hope my f riend,
thle hoii. m~ember for Central Murchision,
will modify his views onl the matter, and

*will see, In view of some of the facts
placed before him to-night, his wa~y to
withdraw the motion, and not let thle
matter go any further.

MR. A. FoRRFsT: Ho mneans to do
*that.,

MKt. MO RGANS: However, that mnay
be, I hope he will see, in the face of all
the Support this water scheme, proposed
by the Government, is receiving from the

IHouse, his way to withdraw the motion.
Referring to the remarks of the Director
of Public Works, that gentleman made
some statement as to damis which have
comne under my observation. It is painful
for ince to be obliged to assert in the House
that every dam made by the Government
on the goldfields has been at failure. I
do not for a, moznentwish, in stating this,
to convey that the Government or their

i engineers have been in any way to blame;
absolutely not. I amt glad to be able to
state that my observations have shown
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tie that the work has been faithfully and
wvell dlone. The reason why the dams are
a failure is that the rainfall is not sufi-
cient to fill them. If there bad been a
sufficient rainlfall and the Government
engineers had ha~d at their disposal eniough
Clay tO Puddle thle dains, or sufficient
money to cement themn, these dams would
have been a SUCC SS ; but the G overnmlent
could not IN. involved in any blame,
neither can the engineers.

TIIE PRpiE3IiZ: They are all good
i-ow.

Mn. MORGANS: They aire practically
;t waste of mfone~y. I believe at the
present time there is not a drop of water
in any of the damns.

Tax PREwmE: Thle next time there
is rain they will hold, I think.

MR. MORG-ANS:- Supposing the danms
dto bold, I wish to draw the attention of
the House to another matter which merits
consideration at the hands of lion. miem-
bers--the question of the quality of the
water. It is a known fact that the soil
onl the goldields contains a large propor-
tion of soluble salts. They are found on
every part of the goldfields south of
Menzies. TwentLy iiles north of Menzies
the percentage of soluble salts is much
less, but from Menzies down to-I wvon't
say Esperance, but nearly, down as far as
Duadas--the soil conta-ins a larger quan-
tity of soluble salts than in any other
soil I have ever seen in any part of the
world. That meants that when thle rain
falls on this soil it dissolves the salts, and
they are carried into the dams. If the
dams collect a large quantity of water,
upon tasting, it appears3 to be moderately
fresh, but as evaporation goes on the
pure -water goes and the salts are concen-
trated in the water left, and the water
becomes. absolutely useless for domestic
purposes. If for no other reason than
this, front a sanitary point of view, from
every point of view, this is sufficient to con-
demin any system of conservation of water
on the goldfi~elds. Referring to this point
a little further, I may say that an experi-
mnent has been m~ade by myself upon a
gallon of water. If 'you take 111b. of
earth from any part of the (Joolgardie
g-oldfields, and place it in a gallon of water,
and allow it to renmain there for twenty-
four hours, that water becomes absolutely
uft for hiuman consumption. I do not
say that aL Mall could not drink it. Of

course that can be done, but only at the
expense of involving hi~iseif in the danger
of a complication of all the diseases of
the bladder and kidneys. No sensible
Man would ever think of drinking it.
That being the case, I hope this fact
alone is sufficient to convey to hon. mem-
bers that thle question of water conserva-
tion is not possible, practicable, or desir-
able on the goldfields of the colony. I
was going to refer to one other matter in
connection with this question, and that is
the position of the Govermnent in this
water scheme. I desire to convey, on
behalf of the inhabitants of the goldfields,
my warmest thanks to the right hon.
gentleman and his Giovernment for having
proposed this schemne, which I consider
the only practical one. But we must
always remember that the Government
have some selfish interests in the mfatter.
They are thinking of their own railways
on the goldfields, And they are quite
right to think about supplying the rail-
ways with water. It is of vita imnpor-
tance to the profitable working of the
railways. We have been told that the
Government will expend £P100,000 a year
in supplying the railways with water.
My own opinion is that, when the railway
gets to Menzies, and the traffic increases on
that line -because the northern goldfields
will make a great demiand on that railway
for the carriage of mnachinery-I believe
the Governmnent will finally find themselves
involved in an expenditure of £150,000
per annum for water for these rail-
ways. This payment to the Government
for water for which they are now paying
other people will, in itself, mean a return
of nearly half the revenue necessary for
the payment of interest, and for a sinking
fund, upon this great outlay. From a
financial point,' of view, I think boa.
members will see this fact is well worthy
the consideration of the House, and that,
supposing the public should not take as
nuch water as is expected-some of my
friends here seem to think they might
not - still for this reason alone the
Government would be justified in carry-
ing out this scheme, because they could
make a very large saving upon the cost
of workinig their' railways. But, on the
other ]land, I think there is no doubt at
all with rega rd to this water being taken
by the people, for it is perfectly clear that
on a golfield where you ha~ve to pay
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from £5 to £7 per 1,000 gallons for water,
it is reasonable to suppose that any
Government or any company proposi
to sell that quantity' of water for .3s. 6d.
or 5s. pa~r 1,000 gallons Would have a
large demand for it. Is it to be supposed
that any mine owner, having an oppor-
t.uitY of getting- water at the rate of
3s. 6d. pecr 1,000 gallons will not take it?
Every7 ton of ore the iner deals with
requires 100 gallons of water to treat ;
therefore, supposing the Government
charge, 5s. perl1,000 gallons, I say that every
mine owner on the fields will be only too
glad to pay it, as it means to buhn a cost
of 6d. per 100 gallotis. This quantity of
100 gallons is the greatest amount of
water lost in the treatment of each ton of
ore ; and as the mine owner would lose an
amount equal to only sixpence per ton in
the treatment of his ore, is there any mnine
owner onl the goldfields who would not pay
that sum to get water which is most suitable
for his purpose ? What does it mnean ? It
simnply means the sacrifice of one-eighth
of a peany-weight of gold per ton of ore.
I do not thiink it is necessary for me to
say more with regard to this water being
taken, because the facts I have given YOU
will, I think, make it clear to the minds
of bon, gentlemlen present that there
cannot be the slightest dotibt that, when
the Government bring this stream of
water upon the goldfields, the whnle of it
will be cheerfully and glaly taken, not
only for domnestic purposes, but by mine
owners as well. What does it cost no0?
'Why, they are using, salt water, and in
many cases it costs half-a-crown per
1,000 gallons; but the salt water they are
using at Ranuan's, I believe, costs fromn
2s. 6d. to 12s. per thousand, and it is veyy
dense salt water at that. No man who
understands anything of the treatment of
good ores would ever contemplate for one
mnonent the use of salt water if he could
get fresh, because it is impossible to obtain
a proper extraction of gold where you have
water of high density with whichi to treat
it. I can give you the case of water from
Hampton Plains, which I believe is not
very abundant, but is at present being
used by some of the mine owners in the
Coolg-ardie district; and they all strongly
object to it, for the reason that it involves
a heavy loss of gold in the tailings
in consequence of its great density. I
may say, from my own experience-and

I think it is worth something, because
I have been connected with the extraction
of gold fromn minerals for many, years-
that personally I would rather pay £1 a
thousand gallons for- fresh water than
use salt water in a gold mnill at a shilling

athousand. With regard to some remarks
made by my friend the member for
West Xiinberley (Mr. A, Forrest), I mnay
say that I do not agree with what he said
in referee to rumn beig bronghit upon
the goldfields if this water scheme were

*not carried out. I agree with what the
leader of the Opposition (Mr. Leake) said
in reference to that matster, that she
statement would be likely to convey a

*false impression to the minds of out-
siders. My own view of this question is
that the want of wvater upon the gold-

*fields does not mean ruin to the goldfields,
because we know that we are getting a
large amount of gold now in spite of it;
but it does mean retarding their progress
very seriously; and, when we look, at the
progress of the production of gold upon
these fields, and see what the effect of it
has been upon the markets at home, and

*upon the confidence of the public generally,
I think that all lion. members will agree
with me that every possible effort should
be made to seem-c such a state of things
as will admnit of the continuance of this
splendid progressive yield of gold. The
only way in which that can be assured is
by the delivery of fresh water upon the
gldlields. The miembe frWetln

berley, I ami perfectly certain, did not
mean to convey that impression to the
minds of the public; hut, at the same

*time, I think the correct view to take of
that question is that we insist upon the
necessity of bringing this water to the
goldfields, not because we believe ruin will
come upon them if it is not sent there,
but because we believe that, Unless we
get that water, the progressive output of

*gold will certainly cease. M~y friend, the
leader of the Opposition, asked if all
other sources had been investigated. I
say they have been. We have had the

I exerience of the Government in the
constr-uction of dams, and I assert that
they have been a failure. With regard

Ito the water in the lakes, I have had some
experience of lake water, and I, too, have
had to drive a conveyance through
water several feet deep upon Broad
Arrow Lake the Year before last.
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But the grand point is this: which
would be the cheaper of the two schemes,
to conserve the water of these lakes or
to bring water fromn the coast? The facts
I have given will, I hope, show that the
plan of water conservation 1 y means of
damils would be altogether too expensive;
and I hope the leader of the Opposition
will be convinced by the facts that I have
placed before hlima in reference to this
part of the speech. I do not think it is
necessary for me to intrude myself longer
upon the Rouse; but I wouild urge
upon the Government uot to lose one
moment iii giving effect to the decision of
thle House in reference to that water
scheme. The mnember for Central Mur-
cison told us yesterday that there was
a. difficulty in regard to this, inasmnuch as
thle Government had not yet been author-
ised by Parliament to do it. That will
certainly not be the difficulty now;- be-
cause I amn quite sure that, upon that
question, thle Government will have a
very mnuch larger mnaj ority than they
had upon the vote of want of confidence.

MR. ILtINoWOamI: You should leave
it to private enterprise.

Mnt. MORGANS: With regard to this
question of private enterprise, I do not
believe, and never have believed, in the
principle of grandmotherly governmnent.
I Ibelieve it is a. bad principle for the
rapid development of any country, Bad I
ant certainily inclined to thle view that if
the right hion, gentlemtan. and his
Government could secure anl offer for the
construiction. of this work upon a satisfac-
tory basis . and uipon lines that would
ensure its construction, and which, at the
salle time, would not involve time country
in any greater expense than their own
estimate of the cost of this work conies
to, then I should be favourable-ini the
face of thle present difficulty of securing
mioney onl the London mnarket-to ]land-
ing this scheme over to a company. I
know thle right hon. the Premier does
not agree with that ; but my view is
that time work could be carried out more
quickly, and that it could be carried out
probably for less money, and I think we
have a proof of that in the fact that one
firm. has already offered to carry out this
scheme for a smialler cost than the cost
estimated by the Government-I believe
for something like £300,000 less. The
right lion. gentlemnii last night told uis that

so far as the Government were concerned,
they could borrow mnoney cheaper than.
private capitalists. T think I miust agree
with the right lion. gentlemtau thiere. I
lbelieve the Government can do so ; but I
do not believe that the Government can
carry out the work so economnically as, a,
private firm could do it. However, it is
to me a, matter of no importance. 'What
I desire is to see the scheme carried out;
and if the Governnient do not see their
way clear to hand over this great work to
a private company, even under the strictest
couditions, then I will say that in whatever
step they take they will receive mly ap-
provnl, anid I will'back them up u nder
any circumstances. What we require is
to have the water upon the Coolgardie
goldfield; and what we request is that the
Government should pnt this imnportant
work in hand at the earliest possible
moment.

MR. GREGORY :I rise to oppose the
amendnient of the lion. member for Central
Murchison. I may say that I have recently
visited Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie. Ini a
trip I took from Esperance to Coolgardie,
the Coolgardie. and Kalgoorlie people went
to at lot of trouble to show ine and other
lion. members who accompanied ine the
absolte necessity for a water supply.
We were shown several first-class mnmes,
especially the Mount Burges, and we saw
several minaes in that -locality shut up
owing to the want of a water supply.
In Kalgoorlie I took the trouble to
get the opinion of several of the
best people there, Suich as the miana-
gers of the Lake View and of the
Great Boulder; and they assured ine that
their water supply was getting less day
by day ; and they felt satisfied that it
was absolutely necessary that somne scheme
should be adopted for thle Purpose of
supplying these fields with water. I was
at first opposed to this scheme, because I
thought the immnense amnount of 2-2
millionsi was too great a sumn to expend
on the water supply, and because I
thoughlt that the working expenses would
be so great, Owing to the large nwtnber of
pumuping stations required, that it would
be impossible to levy a r-ate sufficiently
heavy to iay the interest. onl the expenses
incurred. But what do we finad? At
the present moment the people of Kal-
goorlie and Coolgardie are paying a
greater amount for cte very smnall and
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uwsatisfactory supply of water that they
are having at the present day than
they will Lave to pay for five 'million
gallons a day when the scheme of
the Government comies into operation.
That being the case, it is absolutely
necessary we should give this scheme
every support. Comment has been made
by the hon. member for Oentral Murchi-
son mn regard to the lBeidigo water scheme
in Victoria. That schemne was carried out
at immnense expense, and, although the
returns have not paid working expenses
and interest, it has proved of such national
benefit that a considerable amount has
been expended in enlarging it, and eon-
structing a. second reservoir. I am dis-
tinetly opposed to any private, enterprise
in the matter of the goldfields water
supply. In such a great scheme as tis
it would he a great injury to the colony
to allow a lprivate monopoly. I am very
pleased to see that the Governent do
not intend-T hope they do not, anyhow
-to grant such a monopoly. I hope the
Premier will nottallow anyv time to elapse.
but will push forward the scheme, so that
within three years there may be a plentiful
supply of water for Coolgardie and Kal-
goorlie. I hope also that the Premier
will remember that Menzies is only some
80 miles further on, and shouild, if
possible, derive some benefit from the
scheme.

M . MITCHELL (Murchison) : I
must confess I ain one of those who,
though a wanin supporter of the Govern-
ment, have never looked on the Coolgardie
water scheme with any amount of favour
up to the present time. But having
come to Perth and met the various
members for the goldfields, and having
heard what the condition of affairs really
is, I have somewhat modified mi y opinion,
and ITam now prepared to vote in support
of the scheme. I made no pledges con-
cerning the scheme, but I candidly confess
I have changed mra ind. Ifone had not
had%( a mind, he could not change it. It
has been said that no other scheme has
been tried to get water for the goldfields.
I have a little practical knowledge of
making dams in hot countries, and I know
if you make a dam, it is ten chances to one
you cannot, get rain to fill it, and if von do
fill it with vain, the hot weather takes
the water away. Dams are virtually use-
less in many parts. I have not been to

the fields, but I can appreciate what has
been said as to the dryness of the country,
and the kind of evaporationl which talieS
place. The lion. member for Albany
said somnething albout payment for the
watter when the scheme had been carried
out. Knowing something about mining
people; I think they have a sense of fair-
ness about. them, and not only that, but
they- have some knowlelge and common
sense. Tile)' will certainly pay for the
water, and gladly, when it is brought to
their doors. It would be a very fatal
mistake to hand this work over to any,
private company. Iff a French comipany
got the work, we should be inundated
with French people. Then what would
bec'ome Of oar own labourers? Surely
we ought to give our own people a show
first. 1 hope the Government will not
" climb down," and give this work over to

aypiate company. I do not know
whehertheGovernment could carry out

the work ally mor-e cheaply, but I thinkl
theyv could do it better than anyone else.
On these grounds I suppor-t the Govern-
muent in their determination not to give
the work over to any company or
individual. I hope the hon. mnembier for
Central Murchison will withdraw the
motion. I believe he intends to do so,
and he might just as well do it now, so
tilat we might get on Wvithl the business
of the House.

MR. WOOD (West Perth): I am
in the happy position that I have not to
apologise in any way for supporting this
Coolgardie water scheme, of which I have
been a most enthusiastic supporter f roln

Iits very inception. All through my last
election I supported it in the face of man y
obstacles, and I intend to support it until
I see it an accomplished fact. The mo-
tion of the hon. member for Central luir-
chison has been a perfect godsend to the
Government. It has reopened the whlole
question of the Coolgardie water schemne,
and in doing that has saved tile
Government a considerable amount of
difficulty whichl mighlt have possibly
arisen at a later stage. Very little has
been heard during the debate of the pro-
posal to refer the matter to a select com-
mnittee, but the whole question of the water
supply of tile goldfields has been opened
uip and discussed by the new members-
I am happy to say-who had not an
opportunity of dealing with tile matter
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when it was, last before Parliament. The
hion, memnber for Beverley during last
Parliament moved that this matter should
be referred to a. select committee. That
motion I opposed and voted against, and
I am certainly not going to change my
attitude to-night. I cannot change front
so quickly as that. The very best select
committee that could deal with tis
matter has already dealt with it. I refer
to the select comimittee that consultedI
with the Engineer-in-Chief in London.
When a comnmittee of experts deal with
this matter, and support our Engineer-in-
Chief in almost every particular-in
fact I think they said hie was, rather
over than under the estimiate-I think
we can take it as a prett 'y fair I
criterion that the work will be a '
success. The matter of private enterprise
has been very fully dealt with. Some
hion. members may ask why the Govern-
ment, having full authority to deal wtith
the scheme aL year ago, have not done
anything towards it. I hope it will not
be taken as presumption on my part if I
answer the question by saying that in
this matter the Government made a pro-
inisc that nothing sho~uld be done unless
they were fully convinced that the whole
thing was practicable, and would not
land this country in a loss. The Govern-
nment have caried out their pledges to
the utmiost, and have done everything
they possibly could. It is- to their credit,
and shows their bon%. fides, that they
have not involved this country iii any
Liability beyond a few thousand pounds.
Mfanv a man as enthusiastic as the Pre-
Mier on this question could not have held
himself back, when he had the oppor-
tunity of furthering a schemne which he
had soitch at heart. It is all the more,
therefore, to the credit of the right lion.
gentleman that no obligations have been
entered into and nothing at all has been
done without the consent and sanction,
or, at all events, without asking the ap-
proval of Parliament. I am very glad to
support the Government scheme, and to
welcome to our side those lion. Members
who have given uip their opposition to it.
I think it is only fair to give them every
credit for the honest change in their con-
victions. I do not think it is quite right
when a man, who has been opposed to
you, changes his mind and becomes
favourable to you, to throw a, brick at

him. That has been done apparently by
some hion. members to-night.. I am very
sorry I was not here early enough to hear
all the speeches to-night, but I gather
that something has been said in the
shape of a jar to those who have changed
their minds. The subject is too in-
portant to this countx r to lose anyone
whose support we can get. I am happy
to say that the subject has been now
entirely divested of amdy party aspect.
That to my mind, as I have said before,
and as I will say again, has kept this
scheme back more than anything else.
It is a matter of the past altogether, and
now thaot the scheme has been divested of
that, and we have an almnost uinanimous
expression of opinion in favour of the
scheme, the carrying of it out is a mnere
matter of detail for the future. I hope
the lion. member for Central Murchison
will see fit to withdraw his motion.
There is not the slightest chance of his
carrying it, and I think, if hie exercises
that discretion which is the better part of
valour, he will be doing very -well.

MR. OATS (Yilgarn): As lion. mem-
bers are aware, I have resided for a long
time on the goldflelds. My first experi-
ence of the goldfields led mie to believe
that water wahs to be got in sufficient
quantities. Mly hont. friend the member
who has just sat down may throw a brick
at Me. [MR. WVoon: No, I will not,]
But I am going to give you my reason
for altering my opinion. I thought
for a long time that the goldfield we
now know so much of was going to
be a, moderate goldfield, a goldfield like
that in many other parts of Australia.
I had no conception that the field was
going to be a greater field than any
other in Australia, yet that, is my con-
viction to-day. I would go baocand say
that three years ago the first battery was
started in the Kalgoorhie field, and that
battery obtained its water from three
miles away at a cost of 10s. per hundred
gallons. I had my impression as to the
water resources of the. country, and soon
after I took charge in that district,
I told my directors in London and
in Adelaide that I guaranteed within one
year to get sufficient water for 100 head
of stampers. That has been achieved,
and to-day there are 200 head working
about there; and there is sufficient water
in that district for 200 heads at the pre-

,106011, to sm3p6wl.
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sent time. The field has grown, and
grown immensely, and I want to see the
great production that is possible in that
field. I have no hesitation in saying that
with water we can work 2,000 heads in
that field, and make it the biggest gold-
field the world has ever seen. I am
speaking now af ter mature consideration,
and I have no hesitation in saying that
this can be accomplished. We know not
all the possibilities of that field. Therefore
I shall support the Government scheme.
At first i looking over the country and
seeing the great rainfall that occasionally
falls there-I have seen it come downe
in sheets, not often, but occasionally-I
thought it was the duty of the Govern-
menitto see if it could notbermade available
for the districts. If this could be done,
it would be cheaper than pumiping the
water from near Perth. This point has
not been fully gone into yet, but it is
evident to me that, with only an occasional
and not a regular rainfall, the difficulty-
cannot be met in that way. The supply
of water mnst be constant, and therefor'e
I shall support the scheme recommended
by the Government.

THE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sit' John
Forrest) :I do not intend to say very
much in regard to the motion moved by
the hon. member for Central Murchison ,
because the maitter has been freely dealt
with by many other hon. members. I an,
very glad indeed to have the opportunity
of listening to the observations of the
members for the goldfields. The hon.
members for Coolgardie, East Coolgardie,
North-East Coolgardie, North Coolgardie,
Murchisou-I think I may say every
hon. member on this side and on the
other side of the House representing the
goldfields, including the hon. mein-
ler for North Murchison and others,
have spoken on this question. I
could not but be struck with the difference
between the manner in which these hon.
members dealt with this question, and
that in which the hon. leader of the
Opposition dealt with it. One could not
fail to be struck with the great earnest-
ness displayed in their speeches by the
goldfields members. That was of ciourse
very satisfactory to me, as I am sure it
must be to all hon.. members who sup-
ported this great scheme years ago. It
seems that the support to the scheme has
grown considerably during the year that

has intervened. Now with regard to the
motion proposed by the hon. member
for Central Murchison, it seems to me
that it is not a genuine motion. It is
too generalI in its terms to be genuine.
To askc this House to appoint a select
committee to sit during the next couple
of months, and examine into the whole
question of the water supply to the gold-
fields, is asking a, select committee to do
what is impossible for them to do in that
time. They would be expected to carry
out their duties iii a few weeks, but I1
would like to know how they could dteal
with the whole question of the water
supply of the whole of. the goldfields
in this colony within such a limited
time. The motion., as I said, is too
large in its terms, and that leads me to
the conclusion that the ob~jet the hon.
member had in view was not to have this
select committee appointed to consider the
whole question of the supply of water to
the goldfields. That question has been
considered, both in tbis House and outrof
it, for many years; past andt( the object
of the hon. ineinber when hie proposed
this motion, in nw opinion, was to block
and delay the progress of this Coolgardie
water scheme. I have no donI li if the
hon. member bad frauuc-d his imotion
to-day, instead of al fortnight ago, hc
would not have moved it iii the terms
he has employed in the present motion.
It is not a practical motion. It infers
that we have never considered the q~ues-
tion. of a water su.pply for the goldfields
of the colony limp to the present time.
whereas we have heard from my friend
tme Commissioner of Railways that last
year we spent £160,000 in, conuserving
water on the goldfields. and we have con-
tracts on hand at the present time amount-
ing to £180,000 more for the purpose of
conserving water on the goldfields-about
one-fifteenth of the whole amount we
require to camr' out this great Coolgardie
water scheme. Therefore the hon. mem-
ber asks uts to appoint a select committee
for the purpose of considering a question
which has engaged the attention of hon.
members for the last five or six years, and
on which we have spent immnense sums of
money-quite half a million. We have
conserved water, sunk hundreds of wells,
and male dozens of tanks over all the
Coolgardie goldfields, also away on the
Murchison and on the Pilbarra gold-
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fields; we ha-re also a large water supply
department, having. its officers on every
goldfield, with the object of attending to
these muatters ; and, in the face of all this,
the hon. member's proposal for a select
committee to consider this question is
certainly not coniplimnentary to the Gay-
erment or complimentary to this House,
because it infers that we have been doing
nothing, and that we have not considered
this subject during all these years. And
what does the lion. member suggest ats an
alternative? He suggests that we should
give up this absolutely certain scheme of
water supply for these goldfields, that we
should allow ourselves to be carried away
from our original intention, from the
Bill we passed last session after full de-
liberation, and that we should follow hill
and Mr. David Reed in a project which
we have not only been considering-but
dealing with practically for half a dozen
years-that is, the conservation of water.
The hon. member has the audacity, I can-
not call it anything else, to tell experi-
enced men here representing the gold-
fields, and to tell the Government with
all its experienced officers, that within a
mile or two from (Joolgardie Mr. -Reed
knows of a place where 100 million
gallons of water canl lie impounded at a
cost of £5,000. I think the lion. member
is trifling with this House when hie makes
such a statement as that, and asks us to
give him any credence.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: I did not make
that statement.

THE PREMIER: You bring it for-
ward and ask us-miany of us having
travelled over these districts, and knowing
that to build a tank at Coolgardie, for
holding one million gallons, has cost
nearly double that sumi--you ask us to
accept that statement; telling us, in
effect, that we have been so short-sighted.
so incompetent, as to allow a site so near
to Coolgardie to remain unutilised. To
tell us that the rainfall could be conserved
to the extent of 100 millions of gallons,
at a cost of £5,000, is a most audacious
statement, and one which should not have
been miade unless the lion. member had
something to support it. We know some-
thing about conservation of water on
goldfields; we have had a long experience
of it; and what is the result? Ian not
going to say" that conservation is not good,
and that it should not be continued, be-

cause when rain does fall in that dry
country it is desirable the water should
be conserved as far as possible; but, after
all our expenditure for this purpose on
the OOlg-ardie goldfields, nlot One Of the
tanks we have lbuilt has any water in it
present-not liecause they will not hold
water, for some of them have held water,
and I Ibelieve that at present they are in
a condition to hold water-but it is
because of the uncertainty of the rainfall.
Even when these tanks are full, inl a wet
season, 'ye all know the source of supply
is not very pure; and unless we have
these tanks onl granite rocks, as we fortu-
nately have on the railway line to Cool-
gat-die, the source of supply is not as good
or as pure as we should desire, and not
such as we should depend upon as a per-
manent supply for the goldfields popula-
tion. The lion. member seemed to think
I had in some way misrepresented him
by stating, the other evening, that he hat]
supported the construction of the railway
to Coolgardie, and also thle railway to
Cue, by private enterprise or by comn-
panies, as opposed to the Government
method of constructing these railways.
If I have misrepresented thme hon. member,
I apologise for it; but I think the member
for West Kimberley (Mr. A. Forrest) has
proved that clearly, by the quotations hie
made from Hansard.

MR. ILLINGWo~RH: I never said it
was wrong. That is all right.

TuE PREMIER: Very well. Thme
hon. member told us lie thought those
railways were necessary, amid ought to be
can-ted out without a single pound of
expense to the Government, and be
carried out, if possile, by private enter-
prise.

Mn. ILLINGWORTH : I said, if they
could lie carried out 'wy private enterprise,
they should be.

THE PREMIER: He forgets, and lion.
members usuall 'y have forgotten, in deal-
ing with private enterprise, that the
people of the country have to pay just
the same, whether the work is carried
out by private enterprise or by the
Government; onl y that the people have
to pay a good deal more, when the
work is done by private enterprise. A
private company cannot build a railway
or construct a great public work and
carry it on, unless the work pays. As
soon as it ceases to pay, thle shareholders
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will not provide any more money; and
somebody else, perha~ps some other comi-
pany, comes in upon the ruins, as it were,
and carries on the work with a lesser
capital. That is the experience of all
countries where private enterprise of this
description is in force. The people have
to pay-we can never get away from that,
in either Case; because, if the work is not
reproductive, a private Company cannot
go on with it. Such, however, is not
always the Case with the Government,
who have sources of revenue which are
not open to a private company; therefore
the Government can carry out a work,
even if it does not pay, so long ais Par-
liament is willing that the country shall
bear the loss. The lion. member also com-
plained that I had said the other evening
that he would not give a drink of water
to the people of the Goolgardie goldfields.
I do not think I said that. I dlid not
intend to convey that the hion. member
has not a large heart, and also a strong
good feeling for his fellow men; but
what I said was that, while he was so
,anxious, he and those with him, that the
food duties should be reduced a little so
as to save the people on the Coolgardie
goldfields a farthing on a loaf of bread
and a halfpenny a pound on beef, he was
not willing to assist the Government to
relieve themn of an impost amounting to
£20 a year per man, so as to give them
good fresh water for their use and
comfort. The lion, member wants to
turn that against me, by making me say
that he had stated hie would not give
them a drink of fresh water. I said lie
was anxious to give them this small
reduction in the food duties, whereas he
was uniwilling to do for them the great
good which the Government were anxious
to do. I am, however, glad of one thing.
I think the hion. member deserves the
thanks of this House for his action, be-
cause hie did not try to sail under
false colours. He said he was against
this scheme; and, when ain lion. member
believes that any scheme is not a good
one, and tells uts that he is absolutely
against it, then we know exactly where
he is standing, and how to deal with him.
1 should also Like to pay what is, in my
opinion, a well-deserved compliment to
the member for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans),
to my friend the member for East Cool-
gardie (Mr. Moran), and also to the hon.

member for North-East Coolgardie (Mr.
Vosper), for what I think were their
excellent speeches and their moderate
utterances on this question. There was
a degree of earnestness about them, even
in instances where they have changed
their minds, which deserves favourable
consideration from lion, members of this

IHouse. I agree with the member for
West Perth (Mr. Wood) that, when a
member has occasion to change his mind
and has come over to our way of thinking,
it is not a good time to twit him with his
Change of front. lain not sure that I do
not do that sometimes myself, because, in
the heat of controversy, one says things
which perhaps one would not do if hie
had time to consider the matter. I think
that, when a luau changes his mind and
says so in public-is convinced, in fac-t, that
lie has been on the wrong track hitherto-
it is not an easy or a pleasant con-
fession for him to make; and it should
not Lie in the mouths of those on whose
side he has Come to say anything of him
that will make the case more painful to
him than it must naturally be already. I
am sorry, however, that I cannot compli-
mnent in the same degree the hion. member
for Albany. He certainly does not seem
to have changed his spots to any extent.
He still seems to have as great a regard
for private enterprise as he had in 1894
[MR. TjEAlE: Hear, hear], ad demands
that this *great national work shall be
handed over to private individuals. As I
have just said, he forgets that, unless it
is to be handed over to private in-
dividuals on a basis that will pay them,
nothing but disaster can result, for no
private individuals can go on losing money
for the benefit of the people of this colony.
If lprivate ind ividuals undertake an enter-

Iprise, they roust make it pay; and for us
to hand over a work to a private in-
dividual. which we think would not pay
him, would not, I am sure, be in the
interest of this colony; because the desire
of all good colonists should be that people
who invest capital in this country in any
industry or work, of whatever description
it may be, should do well out of the en-
terprise, and make money by it. [Ma.
LEASE: Hear, hear.] Unless that course
is pursued, nothing but disaster can result.

MR. MoitOA.s: But you do not apply
that principle to the working of your
mines in the colony.
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THE PREMIER: My great desire is
that everyone who conies here to seek his
fortune iii gold-mining, as I told the
people of London, should be enabled to
do well in this country, because, as I then
said, he would be a walking advertisement
in our favour wherever hie went, as he
would speak well of the country which
had treated him well. On the other
hand, if people lose their money here, if
disaster comes upon them in anyI enter-
prise undertaken in this colony, it is the
worst thing that could happen to this
country.

MR. LEAKE: Then we must not en-
courage private enterprise, in case it
should be unsuccessful?

THE PREMIER: No; I do not say
that, but I say we might do that if it
were on a basis that would pay. This
scheme will pay; but that is not a reason
why we should hand it over to private
enterprise. This project has been de-
signed by the Government and by its
advisers on a basis that will pay; and,
although I am quite prepared to admit
that the member for Albany may be
quite right in saying that the carryin~g
out of this project may interfere with
other public works being carried out in
this colony from loan funds, and that it
will, to some extent at any rate, divert the
borrowing capacity of the colony to this
object, still I would ask everyone whether
the promotion and development of the
Coolgardie goldfields is not worth it.
We are never tired of saying how much
we owe to the goldfields of the colony.
We know very well that, to a very large
extent-I do not say to the whole extent,
because, as I pointed out the other
evening, the large amount of money that
has been borrowed by the colony during
the last few years has also had its influ-
ence in the same manner as the prosperity
of the goldfields-I say the great factor
in promoting the prosperity of this
colony, the factor that has built up Perth
and Fremantle and made the country
altogether different from what it used to
be, is the gold mining industry; and the
goldfields of the Eastern districts, known
as the Coolgardie goldfields, have had the
largest share in doing this. Then surely,
if that is admitted, and if we desire that
this prosperity shall continue, it is our
duty to see that every possible imeans are
provided in order to develop and carry on

this great industry. My great objection
to private enterprise I have stated over
and over again; but as the question of
private enterprise has come up in this
debate, I will state it once more, though
there are many other objections that may
be brought against it. It is that, after
the work has been completed, the rates
to be charged, and the management of
the business, and everything connected
with it will be taken out of the con-
trol of the Government of the country,
and out of the control of Parliament.
But one of the great objections I have to
handing over this work to private enter-
prise is that I know very well it will be
difficult for a private comipany to raise in
London, or in any other market, a sum of
two and a half mnillions with which to
carry out this work. A company would
have to pay very dearly for the money-
munch more dearly than the Government
would have to pay. Then again, a coin-
panly would never think of raising the
whole of the money at the beginning, but
would raise only some portion in order to
start the works. If hard times camne, or
difficulties arose, which would be very
likely before the work was completed, the
Govermuent would be " between the devil
and the deep sea." We would be in
pretty much the same lposition as we were
in relation to the Midland railway. All
the company would have to say to us
would be, "We cannot go on with
the work, and you must come and
help." They would come to Parlia-
inent, and the Government would either
have to cancel the contract or buy
the company out. Tinus there might
arise a very troublesome, dangerous, and
altogether undesirable state of affairs.
That is the experience of the Government,
and experience, as someone has said, is
what we have to rely upon. The sum of
two and a half millions may not seem a
very large amount to borrow, but it is a
suin by no means easy for a syndicate to
raise in the ]narket. It would take at
least twelve mouths for a syndicate to
raise such a sum. Those in charge of
the project would have to go to London,
interview financiers and give niany con-
cessions. They would have to pay con-
siderable sums of money to those who
helped them, because in such a matter as
this people will not look at you without
payment. ALI these difficulties do not
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exist in regard to thle Government, who
have this whole territory under their con-
trol and the finances of the colony at their
back. The Government have their agents
in London and everything ready. We
are in touch with the London money
market, and are in a position to deal with
the mnatter when a favourable opportunity
presents itself. We are also in such a
position that, when once the work is coin-
inenced, it will certainly be completed.
That is more than can be said for any
private company. In this country there
have been plenty of persons who have
professed themselves ready and able to
build rail ways and carry out othier public
works, but those works have not been
completed. There is not one single syndi-
cate I have had anything to do with that
has been entirely satisfactory. That
being so, I am altogether averse to hand-
ing over great public works to private
enterprise. Then, we have to consider
what will be the state of affairs if the
work were completed by a private com-
pany. It is preposterous to think that
the Government should have no control
over the prices to be charged for thle
water. Some hon. members have said
that the people of Coolgardie will not pay,
for the water. I do not believe that. I
believe the people of Coolgardie will pay
for the water just ais do the people of
Perth. and as they pay their railway fares.
It is absurd to say they will not do so.
If they do not pay, then they will not get
any water. As to the management of
the water works, that will remain with
this House of Parliament, which will
have complete control of it. Parliament
can place the scheme under a board or a
manager, or any other fonn of control
they like, and they canl deal with that
control from time to time. We retain
complete control over the managemnent
whenever a change may be deemed
necessary. It would be absurd for this
Govenrnment to bind themselves by
contract to a private company, for a
period of 50 or 60 years, to conditions which
might be altogether unsuitable for cir-
cumstances which subsequently arose.
Any idea of handing such a work over to at
private company will never receive any
support from me. It is said that political
interests may interfere in the Govern-
ment control of this water supply busi-
ness. Why should not political interests

interfere with this scheme in the same
way as they interfere with everything else
we have to do with ? What we want is
for this Parliament to be supreme. The
member for Coolgardie or the member
for Kalgoorlie might want certain things
to be done, but there is no reason why
these things should be done. Surely we
shall not despair of the wisdom of Par-
liament. There is political interference
with the lives and liberties of the people
every time we sit in this House, and why
should there not be political interference
with the Coolgardie water supply, if that
interference be in the public interest? I
am ait one with hon. members who regret
the necessity for carrying out this great
work. It would have been very much
better for us if the Coolgardie goldields
had running streamis; but after all, if we
have to regret the necessity for this great
expenditure, we must rejoice that the
country is worthy of the expenditure.
When we hiear to-night from one lion.
member that there is a piece of round,
which a few years ago was not worth a
single penny, but which is now valued at
two andR ahalf millions, surely there is
room for congratulation that we have such
riches in our territory. We have this
great auriferous belt, and the scheme to
supply the people on the goldfields with
water is a worthy project, even though it
cost two and a half millions, If we had
not had this great wealth within our
territory worth millions and millions of
pounds, it would not have been necessary
to expend two and a half millions on the
water scheme. But which is the better
for us ? Is it not better for its to
have all these riches only waiting
to be takenU Out Of the earth, and to
spend two and a half millions on a water
supply, than to have the country the arid
wilderness wvhich it was a few years ago?
Although I regret the expenditure, still I
regard it as a matter for congratulation
thatwe have Suich a rich territory deserving
of the expenditure. Thereis no doubt that
this water scheme is a great work, which
casts much responsibility on the members
of the Government and on Parliament.
But we must not exaggerate the cost of
the work. The hon. member who intro-
duced the motion, if lie did not tell its
to-night, told us at some other time, that
the scheme would cost five millions. But
that figure is not correct. We now know
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that the scheme will cost under two and a
half millions. This is no uncertain project,
but a project which will give a reliable
and pure supply of water to the goldfields.
I think there is a great responsibility
upon its, but we must not exaggerate it.
The sum, required for the scheme does
not amount, after all, to a year's revenue
at the present time. And if it had not
teen for the gold discoveries which neces-
sitate this expenditure, what would have
been our revenue to-day ? Probably half
a million instead of nearly three millions.
We cannot expect to have all the sweets
and no disadvantages. We must take
the sweets with that which is not sweet,
and we should congratulate ourselves that
we have a territory which, is not only
worth constructing railways to-ailways
that are self-supporting and do not cost
the country a penny-but which is worth
giv ing a supply of good fresh water to.
Nor will this water supply place an extra
burden on the people. After all, speak-
ing for a moment to those who live in
the older parts of the colony, where do
they look for prosperity, and for their
marketsP Why, to the Coolgardie and
other goldfields. Where do people in
Perth and Fremnantle look to for the build-
ing up of their cities and the increase of
their business? Is it to those who are
here, or to those who are developing the
auriferous deposits of the colony ? That
being so, what reason is there for anybody
to complain? Is there an~y injusice
albout it ? Is it unjust that a part of the
country which has done so mutch good,
which has given us so much prosperity,
should also place obligations and respon-
sibilities on usP You cannot have great
richies or wealth without having some-
thing to counterbalance them. I am very
glad indeed to find the feeling in the
House at the present time is so favour-
able to the Government scheme. It
seems to me that I may say to myself,
this House is practically unanimous that
no time should be lost in carrying
out this great work. I would ask hion.
members who formerly supported the
scheme, not to go back from the views and
ideas they held twelve months ago. It
was harder then to come to the conclusion
that this work was necessary than it is
now. In that little space of time the
colony has increased both in population
and in revenue, and everything else has

increased; therefore, if we were able to
make up our mninds then, when we were
not nearly so well off, that this project was
a desirable one and should be carried out,
surely we ought to be able to make up
our minds to support it now. I do not ask
the bon. member for Central Mur-
chiison to withdraw his motion. He will
please himself about that. I ami willing
to give the lion. member credit for the
best of intentions at all times; but at the
same time I cannot help thinking-and I
do not wish to say it in any unfriendly
spirit-that atthec bottom of this motion
there is a desire to retard and delay the
carr-ying out of this great work. He has
confessed that he is not in accord
with it. He promised to give us a.n
alternative scheme, but hie absolutely
fadled to convince a single member in
the House; and, seeing that he has
taken up this matter and placed it
before the House and the country, I think
it is his duty not to withdraw his motion,
but to go to a division upon it, because
if hie states that the work is not necessary
or not advisable in the interests of thme
country and in the interests of his con-
stituents, I want a division so as to obtain
the view of the House on the matter. If
the hion. member will promise to go to a
division, I am willing that the debate
should be adjourned. We shiall have ai
full House here to-morrow, and if a
division is taken then, the Government
will learn who are with them and who are
against them on this question, and
whether there is a majority or not in
favour of going on with the work. For
my own part, anxious as I ant to proceed
with this work, I am only in the hands of
the House. I must bow to the decision
arrived at, but I believe that the wisdom
and the patriotism of the House will be
sufficient to show that, in a House
of 44 members, the member for Central
Murchison almost stands alone iu
opposing the scheme. If that is the case,
a. division will strengthen our hands, and
we wil go'ou with the scheme as fast
as we can. If there is an equal division,
which I do not anticipate, and a delay
ensues in the carrying out of the work,
it will be the fault of those who
are endeavouring to retard this great
project. I thank hion. members for
listening to me in the way they have. I
amn pleased indeed to have had the oppor-
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tuinity of again placing my views on this
subject before [be House, and I think we
owe a debt of gratitude to those who have
so clearly- and earnestly placed the views
of their constituents before Lis.

MR. OLDHAM (North Perth): I move
the adjournment of the debate.

THE PREMIER: I do not think the
lion. member should move the adjourn-
mient. It should be done by the leader
of the Opposition, if at all, and I object to
an adjournment in these circumstances.

MR. IEAKE: This is not an Opposition
motion at all. I am not in charge of the
debate.

THE SPEAKER: I have to take the
motion iuoved by the lion. member for
North Perth, but it can be challenged.

THE PREMIER: Divide.
MR. OTJDIAM (after a pause): I

withdraw the motion for the adjourn-
iuent.

THE SPEAKER: Do you intend to
speak to the motionP

MR. OLDHAM: Yes. I dlid not in-
tend to speak to-night on this important
question, but I aim going to taike a some-
what unusual course. I am going to
support the Government, and it is needful
therefore that I should offer some
explanation. Although I am going to
support the Government, I cannot help
thinking that the Premier was not quite
correct when he stated that the leader of
the Opposition lacked earnestness in his
speech last night, and I think also lie
was not particularly correct when he
accused the lion, member for Central
Murchison of a desire to block the
progress of this measure in moving his
motion. The reason that decided me to
support the Government on this particular
point was that it is necessary, as every-
one connected with the goldfields knows,
to supply them with water. The ques-
tion raised to-night is one of private
enterpnise versus Government control;
and I am convinced in my own mind
that the Government can supply this
water cheaper, better, and to more advan -
tage to the country than any pnivate
enterprise can do. We have had a good
deal of experience with monopolies in this
country, and it is not necessary that we
should give any more monopoly. We have
had the monopoly of the Perth Water
Supply Company, and thatwasnotparticu-
larly satisfactory. Wehiave had the mono-

poly of the MidlandRailway and the Great
Southern Railway, these not being satis-
factory; and we have also got the beef
monopoly, and that is not satisfactory
either. The control of these works is a
question which deserves the serious con-
sideration of the House. I am not afraid
thiatthepeopleon the goldfields will not pay
for the water when supplied; but I am very
nuch afraid that some of the mine owners
will not pay if they can get out of it. I
know there is hardly any analogy between
a mine owner and the private users of
water in Perth and Fremantle; for you
can compel private owners to pay, whereas
I question whether you can compel mine
owners to pay, if they do not want the
water.

Ma. MORAN: Yon can get a lien on the
mine, if they take the water.

MR. OLD5HAM: I think it is necessary
that some systemi of control should he
adopted, apa from any political influence;
but I should object very strongly to the
control of this water supply being vested
in any hoard nominated by the Govern-
ment. I do not think the control of the
Perth water supply, as it is now vested in
the existing board, has proved uip to the
present a great success; and I dare say
that, before very long, I shall be able to
plate something before this House in
respect to this control which will very
much astonish lion, members. I shall
content myself now with reiterating that,
upon this question at any rate, and not
against my will, I intend to support the
Government.

AIR. SIMPSON (Geraldton): I am
sure it is a fortunate thing that this debate
should have occurred to-night, if only for
the expression of opinion that fell from
the Premier. Speaking on this scheme,
the Premier said he did hope the time
would come, or that it had nearly come,
when he would have the whole of the
people of the colony at his back in carry-
ing out this scheme. Last year I con-
sidlered it my duty, in connection with
tis matter, to move mn tis House on the
question of the Water Supply Loan Bill,

That, in the opinion of this House, the
proposal of the Government is premature, and
ought not to be sanctioned until the large
centres of population are, more equitably
represented in this House.

I did that with the object of securing the
distinct representation of the goldields.
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We have that representation now, and we
have an expression of the opinions of the
goldfields members; and I think it will
readily be conceded that the conditions on
our goldfields have altered marvellously.
I have seen our goldfields covered with
wild flowers, ad at other times I have
seen them a howling wilderness, so that
you would wonder how men could live
there; and it has beenm established beyond
question that, notwithstanding the huge
expenditure in conserving water, we
have not there a really trustworthy
and sound basis of supply for th~e
people. I think it is generally admitted
that there was never any objection, either
in the country or in this House, to
snpplying the people of the eastern gold-
fields with water. It was only a question
of what was the most expedient method
of securing for them a cheap and good
supply. The motion of the hon. member
is for a select commnittee; but a select
committee would, in my opinion, be
useless in this matter unless the exact
date on which they were to report to this
House were determined by Parliament;
and, to give them a sufficient time to
make their services of any value, would
mean that their report couild not be laid
before this House soon enough to give us
any opportunity, during this session, of
coming to a conclusion with regard to this
great question. I am of opinion that we
cannot too urgently press forward a
scheme for supplying the people of the
eastern goldfields with fresh water; and
I am extremely sorry to learn that the
financial position of the Government is
such that they are compelled to delay
the project. This is very much to be re-
gretted, whether it results from extrava-
g~ance, or whether it is simply that the
colony, has got a hint from John Bull that
it is "over-running the constable," and
that it had better borrow in proportion
to its means of production. But I differ
from the right hon. gentleman as to what
constitutes the security of the British
money-lender. I say that our population
is the sole basis of security we have to
offer; and I never heard any financier
suggest, as a security for a loan, any
other basis than that of population. This
motion of the member for Central Mlur-
chison does not come from the Opposition
at all-I think that is distinctly under-
stood-and I think the Premier recognises

the fact that there has been a great deal
of light thrown upon this question by the
discussion which has taken place. W-hen
we realise the fact which has been so
prominently before us during the lA-st few
months, that the mines in the Kfalgoorlie
uistrict especially have pierced the water-
Ibearing strata, I think it will make every
member of this House face the question
in a very serious mood. Personally I am
willing to run any risk in incurring the
outlay; and I am going to put forth every
possible effort to urge the Government to
bring this work to a successful issue. To
my mind, however, there is only one
really serviceable way in which it can be
done, in the interests of the country, aid
that is by private enterprise. I have
never buidged from that position; and
when we hear hon. members talk to-night
about the danger of committing to a
private company the right to supply the
public with this absolutely necessary fluid,
I1 ami surprised at their ignorance. Do
they not remember that London, the great
centre of the universe, as it might be
terned, is supplied by private enterprise
with every drop of water it drinks? For
members to use such arguments in this
House is futile.

THE PREMTIER: The principle operates
in Australia, at any, rate.

MRt. SIMPSON: I am an ardent ad-
mirer of Australia, but I am not vain
enough to imagine that we here have
secured all the intelligence and wisdom
in the administration. of public affairs.
The proposed charge of 3s. 6d. per 1,000
gallons is really the key to the financial
position. I am not one who says thermen
of Coolgardie will not pay for their water.
They will pay for their water as they pay
for everything else. 1 know the gold-
fields people pretty well, and a policy of
repudiation belongs to them no more
than to anybody else. How can the Pre-
inier possibly justify the financial basis
of the scheme ? The money for the
construction of the work is borrowed
on the credit of the colony as a
whole, but the people on the goldields
are to be charged 3s. 6d. per 1,000
gallons, while those in Perth only pay
Is. 6d. The people on the goldfields
are our relations, brothers, and fellow
citizens.

TnE PREsMIER: Both schemes are self-
supporting.
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MA. SIMPSON: The people on the
goldfields have as much right to demand
water at I s. 6d. per 1,000 gallons as have
the people of Perth, seeing that the credit
of the whole colony is pledged for the con-
struction of the work. The proper plan
would be to give to the goldfields people
that which would induce increased con-
sumption. I do not know the financial
position of the Government. It is nowv
nearly November, and there is no report
from the Works Department. Another cat
slipped out of the bag when the Premier
stated lie had learned in London that we
should borrow no more than £2,000,000
a year.

TuE PREcmIE: I think it is very good
news.

MR. SIMPSON: It is very good news,
and l am glad the old gentleman in London
has given that advice. I hope now that
millions of capital, and not Government
loans, will come into this country for the
development of private enterprise. I pro-
foundly regret, under these circumstances,
that opportunity has not been given for the
prosecution of this waterworks scheme by

privte enterprise. I regret that th~e
Government should have so shattered the
credit of the country, and got us into such
a wretched financial condition that, ac-
cording to the hon. member for West
Kimnberley, the bankruptcy or solvency of
the State depends on the carrying out of
this scheme. That is the sort of extreme,
mad statement which often comes front
the same quarter. Coming, as the state-
mnent does, from an extreme supporter of
the Government, it is very much to be re-
gretted that the Government have got
themselves into such a position that they
cannot proceed with their pet scheme,
The hon. member for Central Murchison
having by this motion secured a further
discussion of the question, I think hie has
accomplished his object ; and now we have
an opportunity of giving a really intelli-
gent and reasonable decision as to the
scheme. The scheme is the result of
the careful thought and experience of
Mr. John Maher (contractor), who origi-
nated the scheme, and brought it
under the notice of the Government
through the hon. member who then
represented Yilgarn (Mr. Mforan). It
is our duty, as public men, to weigh
this matter seriously. I think there are
certain public works suggested that might

very wefl stand over in order that there
may be money fur carrying out this great
scheme. I shall give my support to the
carrying out of the scheme as soon as

possible, but I wish it to be distinctly
uderstood that this motion did not come

as an opposition motion to the Govern-
ment scheme. I hope that the hon.
member for Central Murchison will, in his
wisdom, see it to accept the suggestion,
and withdraw the motion.

MIR. WILSON (the Canning): I aim
prepared to support the motion of the
member for Central Murchison, if only
because it will give the select committee
opportunity of considering the advisa-
bility of allowing private enterprise to
undertake the work. It is not a question
with me as to whether the scheme will
pay, nor as to whether it will be com-
pleted for the amount estimated. I
do not mean to say that is will not be
completed for the amount estimated, but
I would like to remind lion. members in
this House that the majority of large uni-
dertakings of this description in other
parts of the world considerably exceed
the estimates of their construction. The
work certainly can be carried out success-
fully. Give me sufficient money, and
I would undertake to pump water from
the Indian to the Pacific Ocean right
across; the Australian continent. That is

Fnot the question at issue. I wish to con-
Isider the question whethertheGoverninent
scheme is what is called a national work.
I admit it is a great work, but in my
opinion it is merely a local supply. It is
a supply for Coolgardie, Kalgoorlie, and
probably one or two centres which adjoin
those towns. Therefore I cannot look
upon it as a national work, or as one the
cost of which should be placed on the in-
habitants of the country at large. The
hon. member for East Coolgardcie
admitteL in his speech that this scheme,
which is to cost 21- millions of money,
would not supply Menzies, and that it

*would be necessary to duplicate the plant
before Menzies could be reached. There-
fore I advance that as an argument that

*the work, for the construction of whiich it
is proposed to tax this colony to the
enormous extent of £16 per head of the
present population, is a local work to give
a local supply, and not a national one.
The lion, member also advanced the argu-
ment that the places en route must not be
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supplied by this scheme-in other words,
that Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie should
have a monopoly of the water.

MR. VosPzn : I mneant Southern
Cross.

Ma. WILSON: If you are going to
establish a national work of this descrip-
tion which we are all to be taxed to
support, how can you refuse any citizen of
this colony, if he wants the water and is
willing to pay for it? The Premier, in
introducing the Bill last year, dilated on
the advantages of having the -water for
irrigation purposes between the coast
reservoir and Coolgardie.

THE PREMIER: No; you are wrong
there.

MR. WILSON: You said it would
irrigate the arid plains and sand plains
on the route, and that people occupying
land would be able to produce vegetables,
and feed live stock.

THE PREmiER: I said they would be
able to water stock on the route. That
is all I said.

MR. WILSON: If the country is to be
settled on the way to Coolgardie by agri-
culturists and farmers, is it to be sup-
posed that, if they wvant water from this
source alongside them, they should not
be supplied with it? Certainly not. They
will have just as much right as others to
be supplied along the route. My whole
argum~ent is that the water supply scheme
is brought forward for the benefit of the
mining industry. Then, I say, let the
mining industry find the money to supply
the water. It is not a question of life or
death; it is not for domnestic purposes
only ; but it is admitted that the supply
is intended for battery purposes on the

goldfields, to enable the mines to produce
g;old. Is that a valid object for which
you can tax the whole community? The
Government might just as well supply
sawmaillers with the plant necessary to cut
their timber, or supply any other indus-
ties with the requirements of their trade.

THE PREMiER: We supply the water
everywhere along the road.

MR. WILSON: No Government is
justified in plunging a smaill population
into this enormous debt for the purpose
of supplying one small centre with water
for carrying on a private industry, so
long as there are reasonable offers from
private syndicates or private persons to
supply the necessary capital. I say the

Government are not justified in plunging
the country into debt for that purpose.

THE PREMIER: Welhave never received
one yet.

MR. WILSON: I am given to under-
stand you can get offers of this descrip-
tion; that not only can you get offers to
construct the works, but to maintain
them under a niaxirn price; also,
that the promoters would be inclined to
enter into anl agreement to hand over
the works free to the Government at
the end of a term of 40 or 42 years.
If you can make such terms as these, and
bind down the company, I say you are
not justified in carrying out the work by
pledging the credit of the colony for
raising the money. Let private enterprise
do the work, by all means. The Premier
has advanced a strong argument in favour
of this view, when lie intimated that our
borrowing capacity is limited to about
two millions per annum. I agree with
him. The borrowing capacity of any
country is limited by the number of its
population, and 1 believe that two millions
per annm is the full extent of our bor-
rowing capacity at present. If the
Premier wishes to develop the vast re-
sources of this country, he must get
outside assistance; and I should like to
see this colony developed at the rate of
five or ten millions per annum, and let
private capital assist wherever possible.
[THE PREMIERt: It has come in, too.] It
has come in for the gold-mining industry.
The Government are going to run farmns
shortly, in competition with the fanners
now settled on the land, but I do not
agree with that at all. Some comparsoni
was made between the case of the Midland

Ralway Company and the Great Southern
Railay Companiy working with private

capital, as compared with this water
supply scheme, and there was a sugges-
tion that this scheme should not be
carried out by private enterprise. Refer-
ence was also made to the great amount
of trouble and loss which certain members
of this House had suffered from the lock-
ig uip of lands by the Midland Company.
I have been in this colony for over six
years, and know a good deal about the
Midland Railway; and I say that, in my
opinion, that mailway and the Great
Southern Railway have been a godsend
to this country, and they were both under-
taken by private capitalists.
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THE PREMIER: I do not think the
Midlaud Railway was much of a god-
send.

MSIx, WILSON:- I differ from you
there. I think the Midland Railway
carried on this place for several years;
and, no matter what may be said about
private lines and the troulble the Govern-
ment have had in taking them over,' the
Midland Railway has been decidedly
beneficial to the country, and we ought
not to speak ill of the bridge that carried
us over, as I maintain that the Midland
contractearried this colony over for several
years. I should like to refer also to the
remarks of the Premnier when he was in
England. He said there that lie was
struck with. the fact that all the railways
in the old country were conducted by
private companies. I think hie remarked-
he will correct me if I amn wrong, and I
am anxious to quote him correctly-that
what struck him most was that, if we
had adopted the same principle in Western
Australia, the country might have been
free of debt to-day. Well, I say that is
a very desirable thing; and I wvish the
Premier would act up to what he said in
England. Let us get free of debt, if we
possibly can.

THE PREMI ER : We would have to pay,
all tile samne.

MAli. 'WILISON: I do not agree with
that. Surely other countries are an
object lesson to us in this respect. 'We
have only to cast our eyes on the
United States. Some people do not
agree with me in this matter; but,
with all its faults, with all the
abutse of public works in the United
States, the agrgregate result h as been such
as no other country on the face of thle
globe can show. The United States have
acquired more wealth and increased muore
rapidly in population than any other
country; and that is due to the freedom
of private enterprise which obtains there.
The railways are owned by private com-
panies; so are thle telegraphs; and I be-
lieve that even the post office is run by
private enterprise; in fact, the whole
country has been pushed forward, because
private capital has had a legitimate sphere
of action, and has freedom to expand and
carry out the great works. Why should
not we do the same thing here ? No
other country has had the same chances of
developing its resources by meansof private

enterprise as have been offered to West.
ern Australia. Take the matte-r oYf rail-
way construction: I believe that private
capitalists have offered to construct rail.
ways for no other return than the traffic
receipts for a given number of years.
Surely we could seize these oppor-
tunities, and do our level best in
this way to attract population to theIcountry.' I maintain that a, private corn-
pany, running a success-ful industry here,
does more to attract population than any
amoumt of public works that the Govern-
ment can undertake.

THE PxmuaaiE: The people pay.
MR, WILSON:- Thle people do not

pay.
Tus PitEmIn: Who pythenP
Ma, WILSON: The peoplewofn

the capital pay, if it is a failure; and, if
it is not a failure, they reap a profit.

THrE PREMIER; The people pay, then,
of course.

MR. WILSON: That is the best thingc,
you canl have in any country, and the
best advertisement you can have-a nuin-
ber of profitable industries, which will
tend to the prosperity of the whole corn-

i m unity. Considering that the Govern meat
I have adopted State railways as a national

policy, they mighit very well limit their
borrowing powers to thatend. Althiough

ienormous work in railway construction
Ihas already been accomplished, at
least auother 1,000 mniles of lines are
required to open uip the goldfields
thoroughl1y. Let us concentrate our
borrowing powers and our attention on
enlarging the railways and giving cheap
means of transit, leaving private enter-
prise to come in and supply the other
wants of the goldfields. No amount of
argument the Premier could bring for-
ward would make me change my opinion
on this point. The objection is raised
that, with private enterprise, the rates for
water would be in the control of a
company, and also that a company would
have great difficulty in raising money to
carry out the work. There ought to be
no difficulties of that description. It is
with the Government to stipulate on
what termus they will grant the concession
to a private company, and surely the
Governmen t could safeguard. the rights of
the people. There are men in London
whose credit is quite good enough to raise
£2,500,000 for this work, which is not
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very large in comparison with enterprises
we hear of in the old country and else-
where. This £2,500,000 is nothing at all
compared with the millions invested in
railways and other large works at Home.
To say there would be difficulty in safe-
guarding the rights of the peo~ple, is no
excuse for the Goverinnent refusing to
allow private enterprise to have full scope.
I hope my opinions may have som-e
influence with the Government.

MR. fLLINGWORTH (Central blur-
chison): I had an object to serve in sub-
mnitting this motion; and, at the outset,
I say there was no need to imipute any
other motive to me than the one I gave.
The last Parliament, when this question
was discussed, was a moribund Parlia-
mnent. I desired that a new Parliament,I
with new members, should have an oppor-
tunity of discussing this question and
have a voice in so prodigious an under-
taking. Since last March a great deal of
light has been thirown on the question;
and to-night the House and the country
are indebted to hon. members for the vast
amount of information 'which has been
imparted, and which will go a long way
to settle the public mnind in reference to
this undertaking. There are only two
arguments which have any weight at all
with me in favour of the undertaking itself.-
When I opposed this schiemie at the outset,
it was with the deep-seated conviction
that, long 1)efore the Government could
possibly get a gallon of water into Cook-
gardie, the mines would be overflowing
with water. That conviction was based on
my experience of the Bendigo mines. But
I have already h)ad a painful experience on
the Murchison, where it was supposed we
had almost an unlimited supply of water.
I have had the duty laid On me of
asking the Government to assist in ob-
taining water for the carrying on of
several of the mines in that district. I
very much regret that I did not get the
reception I deserved from the Govern-
ment. That, however, is not the matter
I desire to discuss in connection with this
particular motion. When I take into
account the evidence that has been placed
before this House in reference to Kal-
goorlie, where it was supposed there were
floods of water-when I listen to ex-
perienced mnen like Captain Oats de-
claring last year that this. was a mad
scheme, and when I see that the same fact

that weighs on mne weighs on him, it is
time to consider as to whether there is
not an entirely different strata in the
goldfields from that wiceh our first
experience would lead us to suppose.
If it be true that we are passig through
su-face str-ata and that there is really no
water for our deep mines, the question
assumnes an entirely different aspect from
that which it presented 12 months ago.
There are certain things which press upon
me at the outset. I suppose I must he
one of the most hardened sinners in the
House because, af ter all the evidence that
has been poured on me, I must confess I
amn not wholly converted, though my faith
is wavering. I do not think, in spite of
the evidence we have, that the scheme can
be completed for 2-4 millions sterling. I
do not think for one moment that it can
be completed within three years from the
present day, and I do not believe you will
be able with that supply to reach the
fields outside of Coolgardie. I believe
that Coolgardie will probably want the
whole lot. At any rate, Coolgardie and
Kalgoorlie will be able to absorb all you
have.

A, MEMBER :They take a lot of
moisture, up there.

MR. ILLINGWORTH:. My object
was to get the voice of this House in
contradistinction to the last House,
because the additions made to this House
are largely from the mining districts, and
when I see that the whole of the experience
of the goldfields goes to sustain the
proposition that it is not possible to
obtain a supply of water at a cost which
I supposed it could be obtained at, my
faith dstinctly wavers in this particular.
Now, I promised that, if this House
manifested itself in favour of the Govern-
mnent scheme, I would certainly never
oppose that schemne again, and I am not
going to oppose it now. I1 am convinced
that, whether I am right or wrong-and
there is pitd fcie evidence that I am
wrong-this House is perfectly satisfied
with the Government scheme. Of course
some hon. members have expressed them-
selves in favour of private enterprise,
and that has something to 'recommend it;
but I am not, and never have been, in
favour of private enterprise if the Govern-
ment can carry out the work. I have
said that ever since I have been in the
House. But the Government cannot
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undertake all the work in the colony. It
would be impossible for them to do it.
In carry-ing out this scheme at the pre-
sent day we are exhiausting, for the time
being, all our borrowing powers, and we
must be prepared to let all other public
works stand over until this work is com-
pleted, and until we are recuperated. I
do hope that this House will not consider
that I have wasted the time of the new
Parliament by bringing this question up
in the way I have done. I believe it is
for the good of the country that the in-
formation which has been elicited should
be placed on record, and that the country
should know the reasons why hon. members
are prepared to support this scheme. 1
have finished with my opposition to the
Coolgardie water scheme, and, while I a-in
not convinced that it is the best scheme, yet
in view of thie absolute necessity that
something should be done for the fields,
and seeing that this House is of opinion
that this scheme should be carried out.
it becomes my duty to assist the Govern-
ment in carrying it out in the most
effective and most speedy way possible.
I beg leave to withdraw the motion.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

ADJOURNMENT.

The House adjourned at 11-40 p.m.
until 7-30 p.m. on the next Monday.

Y-egisI at ibe ~ssemb1p,

Monday.. 1sf Novemnber, 18.97.

Papers Presented-Afghans and the Queen's E3nemies
(further repl to quiestion)-Qurestion! Dock for
Fremntle-uestion: Public Works Annual
Ne~ort-Prth Gas Corn anyse Act Fu rther Amend.
.ent Bill s econd reading ~ 'ointe-Jiry Act
Aniqndruent Bill; scond raIng; referred to, Select
Couittee-Public Notaries Bill: secondrading;
in commjittee-Sale or Liqiuors Autendmsent Bill:
second reading-Cemeteries4 Bill, econd rending
-Mijoarnrwunt.

Tnu SPEAKER took the Chair at

7-30 o'clock, pill.

PRAYERS

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By the PREMiER: i. Financial and
statistical facts relating to the colony
of 'Western Australia, showing popula-
tion,. revenue and expenditure, public
debt, gold production, cns tons revenue,
imports and exports (1896-7), also a
complete list of goods at present admiitited
into Western Australia free of duty.
2. Select Conumittee's report on the Perth
Gas Company's Act Further Amendment
Bill. 3. Schedule 33 of Mineral Lands,
Act, 1892 (scale of slurvey fees).

Ordered to lie on the tble.

AFGHANS AND THE QUEEN'S ENEMIES.

THiE PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J.
Forrest) : In accordance with the promise
made on Wednesdayq last, when answering
the question put to me by the memiber
for North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper),
I have caused inquiries to be made as to
the alleged remittances of money by
Afghans for the support of the Queen's
enemies, and cannot find that any money
has been so remitted, nor can I find any
foundation for that statement.

QUESTION-DOCK FOR FREMANTLE.

Myt. HOLMES (for Mr. Highan)
asked the Director of Public Works,
Whether the Government have decided
upon a site for the dock at Fremantle;
if so whether, in view of the urgent
necessity, this work is to be started at an
early date?


